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(ABSTRACT)

Computer Aided Design systems intended for three dimensional solid modelling
have traditionally used geometric representations incompatible with established rep-
resentations in computer vision. The utilization of object models built using these
systems require a representation conversion before they can be used in automatic

sensing systems. Considerable advantages follow from building a combined CAD
and sensing system based on a common geometric model. For example, a library
of objects can be built up and its models used in vision and touch sensing system
integrated into an automated assembly line to discriminate between objects and de-
termine orientation and distance. This thesis studies a representation scheme, the
dual spherical representation, useful in geometric modelling and machine recogni-
tion. We prove that the representation uniquely represents genus 0 polyhedra. W'e
show by example that our representation is not a strict dual of the vertex connec-

tivity graph, and hence is not necessarily ambiguous. However, we have not been
able to prove that the representation is unambiguous. An augmented dual spherical
representation which is unique for general polyhedra is presented. This graph the-
oretic approach to polyhedra also results in an elegant method for decomposition
of polyhedra into combinatorially convex parts. An algoritlun, implementation de-

tails and experimental results for recognition of polyhedra using a large Held tactile
sensor are given. A theorem relating the edges in the dual spherical representation I
and the edge under perspective projection is proved. Sensor fusion using visual and I

tactile sensory inputs is proposed to improve recognition rates. I
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1. INTRODUCTION

Machine perception involves the construction of explicit, meaningful descrip-
tions of physical objects from images by computers. The images may be visual
intensity images, tactile images, sonar images or any other form of sensory input to

the computer. Since vision is our most powerful sense, attempts have been made to

give machines a sense of vision ever since computers were first developed. Signifi-
cant progress has been made and several lessons learned. But computer vision and
robotics have not lived up to their early promise. One of the most important lessons
of artificial intelligence has been the realization of the importance of representation.

This thesis studies a representation scheme for polyhedral objects and its uses in
geometric modelling and machine perception. Biological systems are known to use
more than one type of sensory input to interact successfully with the environment.
We hypothesize that the performance of robotic systems can be greatly improved
by providing themlwith additional sensory capabilities. Based on this hypothesis,
the thesis also presents a strategy for object recognition using a passive touch sen-

sor alone and in conjunction with a visual sensor, therefore using a sensor fusion
paradigm.

1.1. Model, Representation and Recognition

A representation is a formal system for making explicit certain entities or types
of information together with a specification of how the system does this[MARD82].
The representation we present in this thesis is the dual spherical representation for
polyhedral objects. Theoretically, it is impossible to describe an object completely
since any measurement is accompanied by some error. \Ve use the term model in
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i
the sense of [BAJR87] to describe an object. A model is an idealization of the N
physical reality under precise conditions. Thus, object representation implies

therepresentationof the object model.

NWe deüne rccognition. as the process of obtaining, processing and successfully

matching sensory information with previously stored object models. This thesis

describes a representation scheme that is useful in both solid modelling and recog-

nition of polyhedra. A good representation scheme has to satisfy several require-

ments. For example, the uniqueness criterion, i.c. if the representation is used for

recognition, the shape description should be unique, otherwise the system would

face the problem of deciding whether two descriptions specify the same object. The

dual spherical representation is shown to possess several important properties that

characterize a good representation scheme. The description of an object in any
U

representation scheme .is done with a specific coordinate system in mind. If the

locations are specified relative to the viewer, the representation is said to use a

viewer-centered coordinate system. On the other hand, if the locations are speci-

fied with respect to the object, the representation is said to use an object-centered

coordinate system. For recognition tasks, the viewer-centered descriptions are eas-

ier to produce but harder to use than object·centered ones, because viewer-centered

descriptions depend upon the vantage point from which they are built[MARD82].

The object-centered description requires that the coordinate system be identified
from the image. Obtaining such a representation has proved to be difficult. The

dual spherical representation scheme is an object-centered description in the sense
that the description of the object is independent of the viewer and the system can

use a single representation for each object. This representation is not canonical

2



l
since a change of the origin changes the representation. For a given coordinate
system, however, an object has a unique dual spherical representation.

1.2. Overview of the Thesis

Figure 1 shows an example polyhedron and its dual spherical image.

The reconstruction of the object from its dual spherical representation is

achieved by decomposing adjacency graph of the faces into three-connected compo-

nents and imbedding them in the plane. Figure 2 shows the reconstruction process.

A constructive solid geometric decomposition of the object is also obtained in
the process. Figure 3 shows this decomposition.

_ An object to be recognized is placed on the touch pad. The touch module

estimates the position and orientation of the object and also gives a small subset of

objects in specific orientations as likely candidates. This information is passed on
to the vision processor for further disambiguation and object recognition.

1.2.1. The Roadmap

Chapter 2 describes the dual spherical representation scheme. The derivation

of the representation of a polyhedron is presented. Theorems concerning the re-

lationships between points, lines and planes in real space and their dual spherical

representation are given.

Chapter 3 gives the algorithm for the reconstruction of genus 0 polyhedra
from their dua.l spherical representation. This technique can be used to reconstruct

3
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Fig.2. The Three·connected components.
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a class of polyhedra of higher genus as well. The reconstruction technique for

higher genus polyhedra involves obtaining a hierarchy of ‘simple’ polyhedra from

the dual spherical representation such that a single operation, called the splicc on

the obtained simple polyhedra yields the original polyhedron. The decomposition

of the polyhedron into simpler polyhedra results in obtaining a single operator

based constructive solid geometric representation of the original polyhedron. The

primitives are all polyhedra whose face connectivity graph is three connected and

planar.

An augmented dual spherical representation is suggested. It is proved that the

augmented representation is uniquely reconstructible.

Chapter 4 deals with the geometric modelling aspects of the (augmented) dual
U

spherical representation. The requirements of a good representation scheme for

geometric modelling are discussed and the dual spherical representation is evaluated.

Some misconceptions in the computer graphics community regarding the conversion

of boundary representations to CSG representation are clariHed.

Chapter 5 describes the recognition of objects using a tactile sensor. The sensor

used is a large Held passive tactile sensor. A model-based recognition paradigm is
‘ presented for large Held tactile sensors. A system was built to recognize objects

from their tactile images. Experimental results are presented.

Chapter 6 introduces the concept of sensor fusion. Examples of biological sys-

tems using sensor fusion are given. Theorems stating the relationships between
lines and points in the image and the dual spherical representations of the corre-
sponding lines and planes containing the points in the scene are presented. The

7
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relationship between lines in the image from a perspective projection of thesceneand
the dual spherical representation of the lines is unique to our representation

scheme. A strategy for object recognition using sensor fusion at the model level is

described.

We conclude the thesis with some observations on the dual spherical represen-

tation and the recognition strategies. Areas for further research are considered.

8



2. Spherical Dual Representation

S
The surface representations of most interest for polyhedral objects are based on

orientation rather than position of surfaces. These representations Hnd widespread

use in the Held of vision. One such description is dual space. Dual space was·origi—

nally proposed as an aid to analyzing pictures of impossible objects [HUFD71] and
later applied to interpreting general line drawings of polyhedral scenes [MACA73],

[HUFD77]. The duality principle maps planes into points, points into planes, and

lines into lines. Section 2 describes dual space in more detail. Huffman chose a par-

ticular dual transforrnation such that the position of a dual space point representing

a plane is related to the orientation of the plane. This orientation information is

preserved when the dual image is projected onto a plane, giving the "gradient space”

representation of the object. Various properties of gradient space are useful for the

reconstruction of polyhedra from visual data [SHAS83], but both gradient space
and dual space represent planes parallel to the line of sight axis as points at infinity

and are of limited utility as general solid modelling schemes.

Gradient space can also be derived as a projection of the Gaussian spherical

image of an object onto a plane. The spherical image is the locus of the endpoints of
all the unit surface normals of the object which lie on the surface of a unit Gaussian
sphere. The shortcomings of this type of representation are that axis information is

totally lost, and non-convex objects may have more than one surface mapping to the

same point on the sphere. There are enhancements, however, that can be made to

the concept as developed by Gauss. [SMID79] and [HORB83] treat practical aspects
of this representation, such as reconstruction of the original object and handling of -
non-convex objects. As an example of an application, the Gaussian sphere has been

9



used to determine the attitude of objects from visual information [IKEK83]. A more
complete review of three·dimensional geometric modeling in vision may be found

in [AGGJ81].

2.1. Represemacien or 3D solids
”

2.1.1. The Gaussian Sphere

Gaussian spheres provide a method of representing solid objects by the orien-

tation of the surfaces of the object. First, consider how the Gaussian image of a

convex polyhedron is formed. Imagine the set of unit normal vectors associated with

each face of the polyhedron. If each of these normal vectors is translated to a com-

mon origin, retaining its original direction, the endpoints of these vectors define the y
“Gaussian image” of the polyhedron, and the locus of the endpoints is the “Gaus-

sian sphere.” Theprinciple can be extended to smoothly curved convex objects by

associating a normal vector with each surface point of the object[HORB86].

Certain classes of objects have simplified Gaussian images. As already men-

tioned, a polyhedron of n faces is represented by n points on a Gaussian sphere. The

solids of revolution also have speciüc properties that lead to a simplified Gaussian

image. A solid of revolution is bounded by the rotation of a plane curve about an

axis coplanar with the generating curve; in manufacturing, these shapes are pro-

duced by tuming operations. For such an object, the lines of curvature are the

parallels of latitude and the various rotations of the generating curve [HILD52].
Also, the principal directions of the surface can be defined as the only directions

with corresponding parallel directions in the Gaussian image. Since lines of curva-
10



ture are lines that are tangent to the principal directions at every point, and the

generating curve that produces the solid of revolution is also a line of curvature, it

follows that the Gaussian image of solid of revolution is a surface of revolution.

A third class of surfaces with simplified Gaussian images is the developable

surfaces. These surfaces are produced by bending a planar surface, or any surface

of constant Gaussian curvature. Developable surfaces intersect with their tangent

planes in straight lines [HILD52]. These straight lines, called "generators,” com-

pletely cover the developable surface. Since each generator has a constant normal

along its entire length, the line maps into the Gaussian image as a point, and a

developable surface maps into a curve in the Gaussian sphere.

A further useful feature is the ease of motion. Motion of Gaussian spheres is

convenient because of their symmetry for all rotations.

2.1.2. Drawbacks of the Gaussian Sphere

One problem with the Gaussian image representation is dealing with non-

convex objects. Objects that are not convex will usually produce a Gaussian image

that is the same as the image of some convex object, and two non-convex objects

can have the same Gaussian image. The two polyhedra shown in Figure 4 have

the same number of faces and the faces are oriented the same way; they map into

identical Gaussian images.

Clearly a great deal of information about siufaces is lost in mapping a solid to

its Gaussian image. In the case of a polyhedron, information on the area, position,

and shape of the faces is lost; only the orientation is preserved. Two objects that11



Fig.4 Two Polyhedra with the same Gaussiau Image.12



have the same shape but different sizes have the same Gaussian image. Additional
l

information must be encoded with the Gaussian image to have a useful represen-
tation for objects. One way to add more information is to treat the points of the

Gaussian image as point masses calculated by some weighting function. For exam-

ple, the “extended Gaussian image” (EGI) has been defined where the weighting

function is surface area, or the inverse of Gaussian curvature for smooth objects

[HORB83], [IKEK83]. These EGI’s have been successfully calculated from photo-
metric stereo images of real objects and used for object recognition and attitude

determination.

2.2. Dual Space

A dual transform is a general transform in arbitrary dimensions that maps a

k—flat in d dimensions to a (d- I: -1)-flat, 0 5 I: < d. The concept of dual space was

developed from a duality between points and planes that can be observed in the

theorems of geometry. For any given geometrical theorem, a corresponding "dual
theorem” can be asserted by substituting "points” for “planes" and "planes” for

"points” [HILD52]. This relationship is possible because both points and planes are

defined by three parameters. A particular dual transform that is commonly referred

to as dual space is described in [HUFD71]. The general equation for a plane may

be written as

a:+by+cz+d=0 (1).

Since there are only three degrees of freedom in defining a plane, the coefücients a,
b, c, and d form a linearly dependent set and can be "norma1ized” by making c = 1

13



(unless c = 0). Equation (1) can then be written as

z=-ax—by-dThe

dual of this plane is defined as the point (—a,—b,—d). There is also a dual

relationship between lines in (z,y,z)—space and dual space. A line formed by the

intersection of two planes corresponds to a dual line joining the two points that are

the duals of the planes.

The orientation of the plane specified by Equation (2) is described by its normal

vector fi = ai + bj + cl}. Therefore, only the first two coordinates of the dual point

are related to orientation; d describes the position of the plane. Gradient, or (p,q)

space, is formed by plotting a and b on the gradient plane [MACA73]. The position

of points in gradient space determines the orientation of the corresponding planes in

(1:,y, z)-space. Note that planes parallel to the z·axis, however, will map into points

at infinity in both dual and gradient space. A dual line may also be projected into

gradient space, with the result that the distance from (p,q) to the origin is equal to

the slope of the (::,y,z)-line. Slope is defined here as the change in z divided by the

change in projected distance, or the tangent of the angle between the (:,y,z)-line

and the z = 0 plane. Furthermore, if the original line is orthographically projected

into the (z,y) plane and overlaid with the gradient space line in (p,q) coordinates,

the two will be perpendicular.

Dual space is a more complete representation than the Gaussian sphere. Dual

space represents both the orientation and the position of the planes in the object.
By encoding information on the position of each surface, reconstruction of con-

vex objects becomes simple. However no reconstruction technique for non-convex
14



objects has been presented. Another limitation of this dualization is that all ori-

entations are defined with respect to the z·axis. Special treatment is given to one
axis because this technique was developed as a tool for interpreting line drawings of

solid objects, and the z·axis corresponds to the line of sight. For grasping analysis,

it may be necessa.ry to approach an object from any direction, and the symmetry

of the Gaussian sphere is attractive. A representation for solids, Hrst proposed by

Roach ct al [ROAJ86], will now be presented that combines aspects of Gaussian
images and dual space.

2.3. Spherical Dual Space U

2.3.1. Gaussian Sphere Derivation

Gaussian images represent polyhedra as sets of points on the surface of a unit

sphere. Each point corresponds to the orientation of the face it represents but

gives no indication of the position of the face. The use of weighting functions has

been discussed as a method of associating more information with each face so that

the object is completely described by this enhanced Gaussian image. Now, if the

orientation of the face of a polyhedron is known, the perpendicular distance from

the face to the origin, say 1-, completes the description of the plane containing the

face. It is reasonable, then, to deüne the “measured” Gaussian image of a face F as

the Gaussian image point weighted by thefunction...11,

.; (3,. l
The weighting must take positive and negative values to distinguishbetweeniparallelfaces

equally spaced on opposite sides of the origin. Therefore, 1- is assigned a Ö
15 ll



positive value if the perpendicular vector from the origin to the face is in the same

direction as the outward facing normal of the face. Face A of the object drawn in
Figure 5 is given a positive weighting, and face B is given a negative weighting.

Another limitation of Gaussian spheres is the representation of non-convex

objects. In Figure 5, faces A, C, and E are all parallel and facing the same direction,

so they are all represented by the same point on the Gaussian sphere. In order for

the spherical dual image to describe 6.11 polyhedra uniquely, multiple point masses

must be allowed at each location on the Gaussian sphere surface.

Viewed in the context of the Gaussian image, the spherical dual image of a

polyhedron consists of points on the 1mit sphere weighted by the inverse distance

function of Equation 3. The point masses that represent other _faces sharing a
common edge are connected by chords of the sphere. More than one point mass

may be located at any point on the sphere to permit non-convex polyhedra to be

represented.

2.3.2. Dual Space Derivation

Note that there are some elements of duality in the measured Gaussian image
described above. The planes containing polyhedral faces are represented by points
on the Gaussian sphere, and the edges of the polyhedron are represented by chords

of the sphere. Spherical dual space can also be derived from the equation for a
A

plane in much the same way as was presented for Huffman’s dual space in Section

2.

An alternative normalization for the algebraic expression for a plane, Equation
l 16
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(1), is to let d = -1. The resulting equation is
l

a.1:+by+cz=1 (4).
Ü

Huffman’s normalization can be described as having a cylindrical symmetry, because
Equation (2) cannot represent planes parallel to the z~axis. The d = -1 normaliza-
tion has spherical symmetry, because the planes that cannot be represented by

Equation (4) are those that pass through the origin with any orientation. Spherical

symmetry is preferred for solid representation because objects to be grasped may

be approached from any direction, and the coordinate axes can always be redefined

so that no planes of the object pass through the origin.

Suppose a, b, and c are taken to be the rectangular coordinates of a point P'

dual to the plane of Equation It will be shown in the next section that the
Ü

perpendicular distance to the plane from the origin is · ‘

( Ü „- = -4- (6).
F).1rthermore, the position vector of P', ai+ bj+ cl}, is parallel to the normal direction

of the plane whose dual is P'. The measured Gaussian image of a plane can be

interpreted as the spherical coordinates of a point in spherical dual space. The

direction angles 0 and 45 are defined by the point’s location on the sphere, and the

radius p is deßned by the weighting function m(F). These parameters are in fact the

spherical coordinatesforA

very thin object such as a cardboard box might be represented as planes only,

but then both normal directions would be equally valid. Using spherical coordinates
to describe one side of planes as inside and one side as outside, therefore, necessitates
a non-zero thickness for objects.

18
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2.3.3. Smoothly CurvedObjectsSpherical

dual images have been proposed as a representation for polyhedra,

but the application to smoothly curved objects is a matter that needs further ex-

ploration. Gaussian spheres can model such objects, but the use of duality has not

been developed. Huffman suggests that a mapping can be derived by defining the

dual of a curved surface to be the set of points that are the duals of the tangent

planes of the object [HUFD71].

In the current modelling system, smoothly curved objects are approximated

by many small planes. The cylinder primitive, for example, is constructed from an

oblong parallelpiped by considerably increasing the number of oblong rectangular
faces. The actual number of faces varies with the radius of the cylinder. Enough

_ faces are included to give a reasonable illusion of a smooth surface. Cones are
similarly derived from the tetrahedron primitive: the base of the tetrahedron instead

of having three edges now has n edges, n a function of the accuracy required.

2.4. Properties of Spherical Dual Space

2.4.1. Theorems Concerning Points and Planes

Definition 1: Let P be a plane a’1:+b’y+c’z = d'. This equation can be rewritten

as

ax + by + cz = 1

if d ¢ 0 by letting a = a'/d’,b = b'/d', and c = c'/d'. The point P'(a,b,c) is defined to be

the spherical dual image of P.

19



Theorem 1: For any plane P: az + by + cz = 1, the perpendicular distance from

the origin to P is the inverse of the distance from the dual of P to the origin. ¤

Theorem 2 and its corollary describe the calculation of the vertices of the

polyhedron in the dual domain, when the dual representation of the planes forming

each Vertex are known.

I
Theorem 2: For any point A(a,b,c), the spherical duals of all the planes con-

taining A lie in a plane in spherical dual space given by

az' + by' + cz' = 1 (6).

Proof: Let P be a plane ux + vy + wz = 1 containing A. If P contains A, then

ua + vb + wc = 1. ¤

Corollary 1: If a Vertex A(a,b,c) is defined by the intersection of planes

P2, P2, . . . , P„, then the spherical dual images of the planes are coplanar and all satisfy

the equation ax' + by' + cz' = 1. ¤

” The above theorem and corollary illustrate the remarkable symmetry of dual

space. Planes in real space correspond to points in spherical dual space; sets of dual

points that are coplanar correspond to real planes that intersect in a point.

2.4.2. Theorems Concerning Lines

. . . . 'Definition 2: The spherical dual of a line I formed by the intersection of two ¤

planes P, and P2 is the line l' joining P; andP;.I

Theorem 3: The direction vectors of a line I and its spherical dual l' have a I
dot product of zero. I

20 I



I

Proof: Let P1: a;:c+ b;y+c;z = 1 and P2: a2x+b2y+c2z = 1 be two planes whose

intersection is I. The direction vector of I is fil x :72, where fil = a1i+ 6;}+ cl!} and

772 = (127 + b2} + C2£Z

Ä: = #7: >< #7: = (bw: - b:c1)7+(¤:c1 - ¤1¤:)5+ (mb: — ¤:b1)/}

The spherical dual points are P;(a1,b;,c;) and P;(a2,b2,c2), and the direction vector

of I' is

(G2 — G1)i+ (b2 - b1)j+

(C2Takingthe dot product,

df:
·di•2

= (b1¢2¤2 - b1¢2¤1 + b2¤1¢1 — b2¢1¤2)

+ (¤2¢1b2 — ¤2¢1Ö1 + a1c2b1 — ¤1¢2b2)

+ (¤1I>2¢2 · ¤1b2¢1 + ¤2b1¢1 — ¤2b1¢2)

= 0

o

Theorem 4: If I' is a spherical dual line, then the perpendicular distance from

the origin to the corresponding real line I is the inverse of the perpendicular distance

from the origin to I'.

Proof: Let A be the closest point to the origin on I, and D be the closest point

to the origin on I'. B is located by ie,/ml (Figure 6).

Now, AOAB is similar to AOP;D, since both are right triangles and share a

common angle. Therefore,
QQ _ OD
OA

_
OP;
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Cross-multiplying,
(OÄ)(0D) = (OB)(OPi)

= <—„%><m,>
= l

i 0,4 = öiö.

The above theorems locate a line when its spherical dual is known. Theorems

relating the spherical dual representation to perspective projection are given in the

chapter on sensor fusion.

2.5. Motion

_
4 Moving the representation of an object encoded as a Gaussian image is simple.

For every rotation the object makes in real space, the Gaussian image makes exactly

the same rotation. Translation of the object in real space causes no change in the

representation. We would like to maintain this desirable feature when we encode

Gaussian image points to fulfill dua.lity requirements. Rotation remains unaffected
by our encoding scheme: rotations of the object induce equal angular rotations of

the spherical dual image. Translation, however, requires some extra work. Because
the number encoding a point on the surface of the sphere is derived from a distance

relative to the origin, we must either adjust that distance dynamically as part of

the translation process of a dual spherical image or else assume a local coordinate

system for each object that moves with the object. The best solution requires
dynamically adjusting the distance to the faces, an easy task. Suppose the dual of
plane P with equation az+ by+ cz +d = 0 (d gé 0) is given by P' = (A,B,C). If we
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Ö I

perform a translation by Ö = (::1,;;;,:1), then the new dual P; is given by
i

Pi = (A/(1- P — ö>.B/(1 - P · Ö)„C/(1 - P - ein

° 2.6. Conclusion

The spherical dual representation has several advantages over the other repre-

sentation techniques used for modelling objects. The advantages of this representa-
tion scheine for geometric modelling are detailed in Chapter 4, while the chapter on

sensor fusion gives the useful properties of the spherical dual representation in com-

puter vision. A disadvantage of the representation is that it is not invariant under
I

translation. Reconstruction of polyhedra given their spherical dual representation
is dealt with in the next chapter.
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3. The Reconstruction Algorithm

3.1. Introduction

_ In this chapter we present an algorithm for the reconstruction of genus 0 poly-

hedra given their spherical dual representation. We prove by an example that the

representation is strictly not the dual of the vertex connectivity graph representa-

tion of polyhedra. To this time, we have been unable to show that the spherical

dual representation of polyhedra is, in general, either ambiguous or unambiguous,
l We conjccture that spherical dual representations are mmambiguous. Since the rep-

resentation is not proven to be unambiguous, an augmentation to spherical dual

representation is proposed [HEAL89].

. In section 3, graph theoretic and some geometric terms are defined. Section 4

deals with imbeddings of graphs on a surface and details a theorem on the realization

of convex polyhedra. Section 5 gives the algorithm for the reconstruction of genus

0 polyhedra. Section 6 shows by example that when the vertex connectivity graph

is ambiguous, its dual graph, viewed as a face connectivity graph, is not necessarily

ambiguous. Section 7 presents the augmented spherical dual representation scheme

and shows that it is unique and complete.

3.2. Rlepresentations and Racnnacrnccinn

A common method for representing a polyhedron uses its vertex connectivity

graph,i.e., its wire frame representation. Unfortunately, many polyhedra have the
same wire frame representation. Markowsky and Wesley in [MARG80] presentanÄ
algorithm that discovers all objects with a given wire frame. This explicitly uses

A
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topological and geometric information by forcing the final faces to be planar. Human

intervention is required to choose one of the several polyhedra reconstructed from

such a wire frame representation. Hanrahan [HANP82] gives a linear time algorithm
for the unique reconstruction of a polyhedron given its wire frame representation.
This algorithm, however, is limited to the wire frame input of the polyhedron being

three-connected and planar in the graph theoretic sense. The faces of the polyhedron

are found by embedding the vertex connectivity graph in the plane and Hnding the

regions in the planar embedding.

Weiler [WEIK85] enumerates the representations of polyhedra that are sufH—

cient for unique reconstruction. Making use of Edmonds theorem, [EDMJ60], Weiler
shows that knowing the ordered set of edges around each vertex, or edge, or face of
a polyhedron is suflicient information for the reconstruction of any polyhedron.

A different approach to reconstruction of convex polyhedra is suggested by

Minkowski’s theorem. Minkowski characterises d - dimensional convex polytopes by

the area of their (d — 1) - dimensional facets and their orientations. The following

description is from [GRUB67] and [LITJ83].

A system of n non·zero vectors V = {v,|1 5 i 5 n} in Rd is said to be equilibrated

if 2;*:, vi = 0 and no two vectors of V are positively proportional. V is called fully
equilibrated in Rd provided it is equilibrated and spans Rd. Let u(P) be the Extended

Gaussian Image of a d—Polytope P, i.e., l1(P) is the set of vectors normal to the facets

of P weighted by their areas.

Minkowski’s Theorem states that (i) if P is a polytope in Rd, spanning Rd, then
U(P) is fully equilibrated in Rd, and (ii) if V is a fully equilibrated system of vectors26



in Rd, there exists a polytope P, unique within a translation, such that V = U(P).

Minkowski also shows that if L is the n·vector of distances from the origin of the

faces of the polytope and A is the n—vector of areas, then L minimizes f(L) = 2;, A,I,

if the volume of P(L), V(L) 3 1.

Using the Brunn-Minkowsky theorem [GRUB67], which says that the subset
of Rd given by {L|V(L) 3 1} is convex, [LITJ83] solves the problem of reconstructing
the polytope given its EGI by solving a constrained minimization problem. This is

possible since the constraint of convexity implies that the minimum of the objective

function f(L) will lie on the boundary of the convex set where V(L) = 1 and the local

minimum is the global minimum. [LITJ85] presents a Mixed Volume method, again
based on the Minkowski theorem and Brunn·Minkowski .inequality, to reconstruct

a convex polyhedron given its EGI. .

In a graph theoretic sense, the spherical dual representation can be viewed

as the face connectivity structure of the polyhedron without explicitly represent-

ing multiple connections between faces. Thus the spherical dual representation is

also called the face connectivity graph. In terms of face connectivity graph repre-

sentation, it is known that if each face is triangular, the face connectivity graph
has sufiicient information for the unambiguous reconstruction of the polyhedron
[REQA80]. Previous researchers have generally not studied the power of the face
connectivity graph as a representation scheme for planar faced polyhedra. The gen-

eral notion among researchers seems to be that since vertex connectivity graphs of
planar faced polyhedra are ambiguous and vertex connectivity graph and face con-

Ä
nectivity graph are dual in nature, the face connectivity graph is also an ambiguous
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representation. Most of the arguments on representation of polyhedra are based

on Edmond’s theorem [EDMJ60]. The domain of this theorem is the entire set of
polyhedra, i.e. polyhedra whose faces do not have any geometric constraints such

as planarity. We show in section 6 below that when the vertex connectivity graph

is ambiguous, its dual is not necessarily ambiguous,

3.3. Terms and Definitions

Let P = {p„,p,, ...,p,,} be a finite set of points in Ed, the d·dimensional Euclidean

space. A point 1: is a.n aßine combination of P if 1: = Zfzo A,p, and ELO A, = 1 for
suitable real numbers A,. Ifo 5 A, 5 1 for 0 5 i 5 Ic, then 1: is a convea: combination

of P. The set of all aäne combinations of P is called the ajfine hull of P. P is said

to be aßinely dependent if there is a. point p, in P which is an affine combination of

P - {p,}. Otherwise P is aßinely independent. If P is an aflinely independent set of i

points in Ed, then the affine hull of P is called a k-flat and k the dimension of the

aflilne hull of P. Flats of dimension 0, 1, 2 are also called points, lines and planes

respectively.

The genus of an orientable, compact surface is deüned as the largest number

of non-intersecting simple closed curves that can be drawn on the surface without

separating it. Thus the genus of the surface of a sphere is 0 and the genus of a torus
is 1. In general, an orientable surface with g holes has genus g. Since any closed

surface with g holes can be continuously deformed into the sphere with g handles,

we choose a sphere with g handles as the topological representative of all closed,

orientable surfaces of genus g.

A graph G = (N,A) consists of a set of nodes N and a set of arcs A containing
28



unordered pairs of distinct elements from N*. If A is a multiset, that is, if any arc

may occur several times, then G is a maltigraph. Arcs between the same pair of

nodes are called parallel arcs. A path P in G is a sequence of nodes < vo, ...,vK > such

that (v;..l,v,) 6 A,i = 1,...,v.,. Path P is a simple path if vo,...,v„, are distinct. A graph

G = (N,A) is connected if there exists a path between every pair of nodes in N. The

number of arcs incident on a vertex v; is called the degree of the node. Two arcs of

a graph are said to be in series if they have exactly one node in common and if this

node is of degree two.

Let G = (N,A) and G' = (N’,A’) be graphs. A graph map f : G —• G' consists of a

node function N —· N' and an arc function A —• A' such that incidence is preserved.

A graph map G -· G' is called an isomorphism if both its node and arc functions are

one·to·one and onto. .

A graph G' =
(N’,A’) is called a subgraph of graph G = (N,A), if N' Q N and

U

A' Q A. The subgraph G' = (N’,A’) is called an induced subgraph if A' contains all the

arcs of A whose end points are in N'; in this case we say that G' is induced by N'.

Let G and G' be graphs, and let f : H —• H' be an isomorphism from a subgraph

H of G to a subgraph H' of G'. The amalgamation G:] G' is obtained from the union

of G and G' by identifying the subgraphs H and H' according to the isomorphism.

A node v 6 N is an articulation point of a connected graph G = (N,A) if the

on·standard terminology for undirected graphs, nodes

and arcs instead of vertices and edges, to avoid confusion between vertices and edges
of a polyhedron and its graph. Nodes and arcs are generally used in the context of

directed graphs,
29
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subgraph induced by N - {v} is not connected. G is biconnected if it contains

noarticulationpoint. A biconnected component of G is an induced subgraph of Gwhichis
maximally biconnected. g

l

Let v1,v„ be a pair of nodes of a biconnected graph G = (N,A); {v1,v2} is

ascparationpair for G if the induced subgraph on V — {::1,1:2} is not connected. G is E
triconnected if it contains no separation pair.

A graph G is said to be topologically imbedded in a surface S when it is drawn
on S such that no two edges intersect, i.e., edges intersect only at their common

vertices. If a connected graph is imbedded in a surface, the complement of its image

is a family of regions or faces of the imbedding. A region of a topological imbedding
of G is a connected component of the complement of the image of the topological

4
imbedding. The genus of a graph G is the genus of the orientable surface S of least

genus such that G can be topologically imbedded in S.

Given a graph G, a. rotation of a node v of G is a cyclic permutation of all arcs

incident with v. A rotation of a graph G is a rotation for every node of G.

A graph G is planar if G has an imbedding in a plane. The boundary of the

region R is the set of edges in the closure of R. Two imbeddings of a graph are

equivalent when the boundary of a region in one imbedding always corresponds to

the boundary of a region in the other. The imbedding of a graph on a surface is

said to be unique if all the imbeddings are equivalent.

A polyhedron is the closure of a nonempty, bounded, connected, subset of R3
‘

whose boundary is the union of a finite number of faces such that each side of a
face coincides exactly with one side of another face and around each vertex there
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is only one circuit of polygons. In other words, the surface of a polyhedron is a
two-manifold.

A face of a polyhedron is a compact, orientable, connected coplanar subset
of R3 whose boundary is the union of a finite number of line segments. Each of
these line segments is called an edge. Each edge is shared by exactly two faces.
The boundary of a face is either simply connected or maltiply connected. A simply
connected face has a single, connected bounda.ry. A multiply connected face has a
boundary that consists of two or more disconnected components, as in a face with
a hole or depression in it.

Since the boundary of a polyhedron is an orientable, compact surface, its genus
is well deüned.

From the above definitions of a polyhedron, it is clear that a polyhedron can
be described in several ways. The polyhedron can be described by the set of points
that constitute the polyhedron. This representation is termed the volume or solid
representation. A polyhedron can be represented by specifying its boundary. The
boundary consists of faces, edges and vertices and relationships between them. Thus
a polyhedron can be represented by many combinations of vertices, edges and faces
and the incidence relationships between them. For example, a polyhedron can be
represented by its vertices and the connections between them or by its faces and
the connections between them. In the former case, the polyhedron is said to be
represented by its vertex connectivity g1·aph G(V, E) and in the latter by a face
connectivity graph. It is well known that the representation of a polyhedron by
its vertex connectivity graph is ambiguous. The presence of holes, depressions or
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protrusions on some faces of a polyhedron may cause the vertex connectivity graph

of the polyhedron to be disconnected while the face connectivity graph remains
connected. A polyhedron could contain a connected volume with some cavities

inside. In this case both the vertex connectivity graph and the face connectivity
j

graph of the polyhedron are disconnected. Here we consider the reconstruction

of polyhedra representable by a connected face connectivity graph G(F, E'). The

algorithm can be extended to handle polyhedra with disconnected face connectivity

graphs in a straightforward manner.

As stated earlier, the polyhedron is represented by a graph called the face

connectivity graph {FCG The faces are represented by the nodes of the graph with
connecting arcs between faces that share edges. At each node, the equation of the
plane in which the face lies and_ the outward normal direction for that face are

represented. It is clear that the dual spherical representation of a polyhedron is the

same as its FCG when the equation of each plane ax+by+cz = d is represented by the

triple (a/d,b/d,c/d). From now on, this representation of planes is assumed. All the

geometric properties of the dual spherical representation are inherited by the FCG.

In particular, a vertex of the polyhedron is formed by 3 given faces only if there is

a cycle in the FCG of length 3 or more, involving the given 3 faces. If more than

3 nodes form the cycle, the afiine hull of the nodes in the cycle must be a 2—Hat.

The position of the vertex in 3·space can be found by solving the 3 equations of the
faces simultaneously. This is the same as the inverse of the intercepts of the affine

hull on the z,y and z axis. It should be noted that not all cycles of length 3 in the

FCG form vertices of the polyhedron. See Figure 7.

It is this lack of sufficiency of the condition that is the major source of difliculty
32
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in reconstruction of polyhedra using face connection information alone.

In the next section, we present some important concepts and tools available

to us in the area of polyhedral realization. Next we present the algorithm for the

reconstruction of a polyhedron, given its dual spherical representation.

0.1. Imbeddinge and Their Duale

Edmonds theorem [EDMJ60], [GROJ87] states that every rotation system for

a graph G induces (up to orientation·preserving equivalence of imbeddings) a unique

imbedding of G into an oriented surface, i.e., there is a one·to-one correspondence
between the possible orderings of the neighbors of each node and the imbedding
of the graph on some orientable surface. Thus if a graph G has nodes n1,n2, ...,:1,, -
of respective valences d1,d2, ...,d.,, then the total number of orientable imbeddings is

HL, (di — I)!. Thus in general a graph does not have a unique imbedding.

Given a connected graph G, a closed surface S, and an imbedding i : G —• S,

a dual graph and a dual imbedding are defined as follows. For each region f of

the imbedding i : G —» S, place a node f' in its interior. Then, for each arc e of

the graph G, draw an arc e' between the nodes just placed in the interiors of the

regions containing e. The resulting graph with nodes f' and arcs e' is called the
dual graph G' for the imbedding i : G —• S. The resulting imbedding of the graph

G' in the surface S is called the dual imbedding. From [WHIH32], we know that a
triconnected planar graph has a unique imbedding and hence a unique dual.

By far the most important result on the realization of a polyhedron from its
adjacency gaph structure is Steinitz’s theorem[GRUB67]. Steinitz called it “the
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fundamental theorem of convex types”. The theorem states that a graph G
isrealizableas a convex polyhedron if and only if G is planar and triconnected. In
the case of reconstruction of polyhedra, this theorem can be used for all polyhedra
that are combinatorially convex. A polyhedron is called combinatorially convex
if its vertex adjacency graph is planar and triconnected and the surface of the
polyhedron is topologically equivalent to a sphere. From Whitney’s theorem we
know that a. triconnected planar gaph has a unique dual, the face connectivity
graph of the polyhedron. As a result, every combinatorially convex polyhedron is
uniquely reconstructible from its face connectivity graph.

0.2. The Algorithm

The algorithm to reconstruct some polyhedra given their FCG is presented.
' The algorithm is presented in two phases. In the first, a structure for each face of

the polyhedron called the face subgraph is defined and the reconstruction procedure
for genus 0 polyhedra is given. In the next section, an operation is defined by which
more complex polyhedra are constructed from combinatorially convex polyhedra.
A pa.rtia.l order in the face subgraphs of the polyhedron is obtained and an algo-
rithm to reconstruct polyhedra that have such a hierarchy is given. lt should be
noted however that not all polyhedra have an explicit hierarchy. Thus the general
problem of reconstructing polyhedra of arbitrary genus given the spherical dual
representation remains open.

Objects can be viewed as being constructed from simpler polyhedra by gluing
them together appropriately. For example, the object A in Figure 1 can be made by ;
gluing the simpler polyhedra B and C shown in Figure 3. In terms of the FCGSof35
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the polyhedraiß and C, the FCC of A is obtained by amalgamating FCGB and FCGC
by identifying the node f5 in each gra.ph. The Battle, Harary, Kodama and Youngs
(BHKY) theorem [GROJ87] states that if two graphs H and K of genus h and I6 are
amalgamated at a node, the genus of the resulting graph 1(H ·•-I K) is (h+k). It should
be noted that amalgamation of polyhedra is not always equivalent to amalgamating

‘ the face connectivity graphs in the graph theoretic sense since the structure of a
polyhedron can change on amalgamation. Certain faces may be lost or new faces
created, depending on the geometry of the situation. We consider the cases where
the amalgamation in the graph theoretic sense reflects the structure of the final
polyhedron. Since we are actually traversing in the opposite direction, i. 6., obtaining
the two graphs that were used to obtain the Hnal graph, the amalgamations reflect
the structure of the polyhedron. Thus, a polyhedron with an articulation point
in its FCG can be viewed as being obtained by amalgamating two polyhedra at _
the articulation point. The theorem thus reduces the reconstruction problem to
reconstructing two or more polyhedra whose FCC are biconnected. Alpert [ALPS73]
shows that when the amalgamation of H and K is done by identifying an arc of H
and K, then the genus of the amalgamated graph 1(H •, K) = 7(H) + 7(K) + 6 where
6 = 0 or-1. Decker ct al. [DECRB1] prove that 6 = 1,0 or -1 when the amalgamation
is done by identifying a pair of nodes.

Theorem 3.1: If a genus 1 polyhedron is obtained by amalgamating two genus
0 graphs H and K at a pair of nodes, then the pair of nodes is not connected by an
arc in both H and K.

Proof : Assume that an arc exists between the pair of identified nodes in both
H and K. Then the amalgamation can a.lso be viewed as amalgamation at an
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arc. From [ALPS73] we know that for amalgamation at an arc, the genus of the
amalgamated graph -y(H=•·, K) = ·y(H)+7(K)+6 and 6 = 0 or- 1. But 7(H) = 7(K) = 0.

That is

7(H#jK) =0or -1

which is a contradiction.
l

¤

This theorem will be useful in reconstructing genus 1 polyhedra with a sepa-
ration pair.

0.2.1. Reconstruction ofgenus 0 polyhedra

Each face of a polyhedron consists of a connected region of a plane bounded

by one or more closed circuits of straight line segments. Each of these segments is
a convex subset of the line formed by the intersection of the planes in which the

adjacent faces lie. The line segments are bounded on either side by vertices of the

polyhedron. Each line segment is shared by exactly 2 faces of a polyhedron while a
vertex is common to at least 3 faces.

Consider a face f of a polyhedron P bounded by I: faces. Let FCG = (F, E) be

the face connectivity graph of P and {f,, f2, ..., fg} be the set of faces adjacent to f.

Since each face is part of a plane, the intersection of planes containing f and each
of its adjacent faces deiines an infinite line. Let {1,,12, ..., 1,}, 3 5 j 5 k, be the set of

lines on the plane of face f. A vertex of a polyhedron is formed by the intersection

of at least three faces of the polyhedron. Hence, the vertices of P lying in f have

to be a subset of the points formed by the intersection of lines 1,,12, ...,1,,. If a face

has I: adjacent faces, O(k’) points of intersection can be found since each adjacency37



defines only 1 line. Similar points are found on each plane containing a face of P.
Let Q be the set of such points obtained for all faces of P. A subset of these points

and line segments between them actually constitute the vertices and edges of P.

Most of the points in Q can be eliminated by use of the connection information in

the FCC. For each point q 6 Q, a sequence S of faces defining q is obtained from

the intersections. The ordering in S is obtained by traversing across edges with q

as an endpoint to an adjacent face until a circuit is complete. The definition of

a polyhedron requires that there be only one circuit of polygons around a vertex.

Thus for any point p that is a vertex of P, there must correspond a simple circuit of

nodes in the FCC that defines p as a vertex. Accordingly, if there is a simple circuit

C in the FCC that is a subsequence of S, q is labelled a Iikely vertex and the faces

in C are marked as deüning q. On the other hand, if there does not exist a simple
circuit in the FCC that is a subsequence of S, q is deleted from Q since q cannot be

a vertex of P.

Let 8, be the set of faces forming all the likely vertices on the face f, and

FCC, = (8,, E,) be the induced graph of FCC, induced by 8,. The induced subgraph

FCC, contains all the information about face f, since all the faces connected to
f, in both the vertex and the edge sense are in FCC, along with a.ll the arcs in

between them. Corresponding to each vertex of P on f,, a simple circuit exists

in FCC, but the converse is not true. As we shall show, if the polyhedron is of
genus 0, the connectivity of the graph provides sufficient information to reconstruct

the polyhedron. Each face of a polyhedron has two adjacent faces at every vertex
incident to it, hence every node of the induced subgraph FCC, is at least of degree
2. It is well known that elimination of a node of degree two by merging two arcs
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in series does not affect imbedding in a plane[EVES79]. The regions obtained will
be combinatorially different from the regions obtained by imbedding a non-reduced
graph. In general, no geometric information is lost since the deleted vertices of

the graph are affinely dependent on the other vertices defining the region in the

imbedding and thus provide redundant information. However, if the affine hull of
a region is a 1-flat, the corresponding region in the non-reduced graph is used to

find the 2-flat defined by it. Due to the merger of arcs in series, FCG: may become

a multigraph. Again from graph theory, we know that deletion of all but one of

a set of para.llel edges does not affect the imbedding of the graph. No geometric
. information is lost since the parallel edges are only an artifact of the reduction

process. From now on, FCG; refers to the induced subgraph that has been subject
to both series and parallel reduction.

Theorem 3.2: If the induced subgraph FCG: contains an articulation point, the

node corresponding to face f, is the articulation point.

Proof: Easy to see from the properties of a genus 0 polyhedron. ¤

Theorem 3.3: If the induced subgraph FCG. has a separation pair, one of the

nodes constituting the separation pair is the node f,.

Proof: Evident from the structure of the series and parallel reduced PCG, and

the properties of genus 0 polyhedra. ¤

Geometrically, the presence of an articulation point in FCG, implies that the

face f; has multiple connected boundaries. In the case of genus 0 polyhedra, the
articulation point is a necessary and sufücient condition for the existence of multiple
connected boundaries. A separation pair does not uniquely specify any structure in
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general polyhedra. In case of a genus 0 polyhedron, however, the separation pair is
a necessary and sufficient ·condition for the two faces representing the nodes of the
separation pair to define more than one edge of the polyhedron.

If the FCG is triconnected and planar, imbedding it in a plane will uniquely

determine the regions and their ordering around each node. Thus a unique recon-
struction is possible. The FCG and FCG; of a genus 0 polyhedron are not necessarily

triconnected. In general, the graphs have articulation points and separation pairs.
Figure 8 shows a genus 0 polyhedron with an articulation point in its FCG, and

Figure 9 shows a polyhedron whose FCG has a separation pair.

Finding the triconnected components of the FCG and imbedding it in the plane

will not work since some arcs are lost in decomposing the graph into triconnected

components. Consequently, the imbedding is unreliable. _ Figure 10 shows a poly—

hedron and its FCG, which on decompostion into triconnected components and

imbedding in the plane, defines some regions that do not correspond to any vertex

of the input polyhedron.
V

The induced subgraph FCG;, on the other hand, gives special status to face f,

and all nodes connected to fi are retained, assuring the integrity of the imbedding.

0.2.2. General Polyhedra

The FCG. of each face of a‘ genus 0 polyhedron was used independently to

reconstruct that face of the polyhedron. In case of polyhedra of higher genus, this
is. not always possible. This results from the fact that spurious cycles are formed
that cannot be detected locally. Information from other faces is used to delete some
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arcs from the other FCG; until no more arcs can be deleted. Since each loop on

a face without multiple connections forms a three connected planar graph if only

the connections involved in forming the loop are retained, the result of deleting

arcs ideally results in obtaining a three connected planar graph for each loop of

each face. Due to the complexity of the FCG; of polyhedra of arbitrary genus, this

reduction cannot be done for all polyhedra.

The time complexity of the reconstruction algorithm is dominated by the time

to Hnd the triconnected components in the induced subgraphs of all the faces.

[HOPJ73] and [MlLG87] give algorithms for finding the triconnected components
of a graph, in time linear in the number of arcs in the graph.

0.2.3. A Counter Example -

S
As stated earlier, the algorithm presented earlier does not reconstruct all poly-

hedra given their spherical dual representation. The connectivity graph shown in

I Figure 11 is a graph that cannot be solved by the above algorithm. The PCG, of

each face of the polyhedron is non-planar and hence no hierarchy of faces can be

obtained. We show in the next section however that the graph in Figure 11 has a

unique solution.

O.3. The Hypercube has a Unique Solution

The ‘hypercube’ is the connectivity structure of the graph in Figure 11. lt

is well known [REQA80], [SABM83] [MANM88] that when viewed as the vertex
connectivity graph, the hypercube represents more than one polyhedron.
Sincevertexand face representations are traditionally perceived as dual representations,

S
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the face connectivity graph has not been studied for its representational capabilities.

This is justifiable if no restriction on the geometry of the faces is enforced. We show

by example that in case of planar faced polyhedral representations, however, there

is a distinction between vertex connectivity graphs and face connectivity graphs.

Figure 12 shows the three realizations of the polyhedra given the graph of

Figure 11, and the graph is interpreted as a vertex connectivity graph. The dual

of this graph is isomorphic to itself. In the following section we show that the

‘hypercube’ as a face connectivity graph is unambiguous.

From the graph, it is evident that each face of the polyhedron, of which the

graph is the spherical dual representation, is connected to four other faces. Figure

13 shows a non-degenerate arrangement of 4 lines. When rotations are permitted,

all simple arrangement of 4 lines are equivalent to the arrangement in Figure 13

[EDEH88].

These 4 lines define two different quadrilaterals. Two vertices remain the same

between the interpretations. One vertex which we call the fixed vertex has its context

unchanged, i.c., when we follow the boundary of the two polygons in the same
direction, the line segments occur in the same order. At the other vertex, called the

reflez vertex, however, the context is reversed. The internal angle at the reflex vertex

changes from being a co¤veg”§mg1c in one case to concave in the other. \Ve call the
vertices that differ between the two interpretations as the transicut vertices. It is

immediately clear from the figure that fixing any one of the four transient vertices

determines the polygon unambiguously. Also, the transient vertices on each of the
lines through the fixed vertex and nearer the Hxed vertex are called intrudcd vertices
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Fig. 13 Non-degenerate a.rra.ngement of 4 lines
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and those farther away are called extruded vertices. Thus in face 1 in Figure 14,

vertices formed by lines 4, 5 and 2, 9 are the intruded vertices while vertices formed

by 4,9 and 2,5 are labelled extruded vertices.

Figure 14 also shows the resultant face subgraphs when either of the choices
is made. The polygon with thickened sides corresponds to the subgraph on the left

while the dotted polygon corresponds to the one on the right. Suppose a particular

choice of the polygons on face 1 is made. This completely determines the polygons
V

of the four faces adjacent to it. This should be obvious since choosing any particular

edge on face 1 will include choosing a transient vertex on its adjacent face as well.

From the graph, it is easy to observe that once a particular choice of one face has

been made, the whole polyhedron is determined.

In order not to be able to determine any face of the graph uniquely, every face

should have two interpretations. Assume that every face has two interpretations.

Now consider the situation at a reflex vertex, say the reflex vertex on face 1

formed by the intersection of lines 2 and 4 in Figure 14. It is evident that the angle
at the reiiex vertex in any face changes from being less than 180 degrees to greater
than 180 degrees when the extruded vertices are chosen instead of the intruded
vertices.

It is impossible to have one of the interpretations such that all the angles at

the reflex vertex are convex since in the other interpretation all the angles at the

reflex vertex will be concave. This is easy to see since in a simple polyhedron no
two adjacent faces can have angles greater than 180 degrees at a common vertex.
By the same reasoning, the only possible way for there to be two interpretations at
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the refiex vertex is to have altemating convex and concave angles at the reflex angle e
on each of the four faces, i.e., an intruded vertex on a face i is an extruded vertex
on a face j if i is adjacent to j, and i and j share a reflex vertex. For example, the

vertex defined by faces 1,5,8 and 4 is intruded on face 1 and is extruded on face

4. A labeling of the four faces forming the reflex vertex is given in Figure 15. The
vertices are labeled pg, i = 1, ..,12.

Let the reflex vertex be r = (0,0,0) and pg = (zg,yg,zg).

The following constraint equations can be obtained from Figure 15.

tl(pl2_pl)=p6°°pl tl >1 (1)

l *2(P6 — P1) F P11 · P1 t2 > 1 I (2)
1

*2(P6 — P2) = P8 ·· P2 *2 > 1 ‘ (3)
t4(P7 — P2) = Ps — P2 *4 > 1 (4)
*s(P8 * P2) F P10 — P3 t; > 1 (5)
¢6(1¤¤-m)=pv-pa ¢6>l (6)

V t7(pl0 * P4) F P12 — P4 *7 > 1 (7)
t8(p11"' P4) F P9 ·P4 t8 > 1 (8)

tg.p; = p; tg < 0 (9)

*10·P7 F P6 *10 < 0 (10)

t11·P9=P10 *11 <0 (11)

tggpgg = pg; tg; < 0 (12)

Writing p1,pg,p; and pg using equations 1,2 and 3,4 and 5,6 and 7,8 respectively, -
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Fig.15 The four faces at a reflex vertex
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we get :
g%3—g-(tipig — tgpg) = fgpg - pm- (13) 9

I
gg;-3%-(tgfgps - pg) = hpv - ps- (14)

·(¢sPs — mpg) = 16pg — p·«- (15)
ä-(tvfiipg -pig) =1gp¤ -pg- (16)

substituting for pg and p19 from equations 10 and 12 into equations 13, 14, 15 and

16 and simplifying,

(:9(:1 - 1) + (:9 —1):9)p9 - ((:1 — 1) + (:9 — 1):1:19)p11 = 0.

(:9(:9 - 1)+ (:9 —1):19)p7 — ((:9 - 1) + (:9 — 1):9:9)p9 = 0.

(:9(:9 - 1)+ (:9 - 1):11)p9 - ((:9 — 1)+ (:9 -1):9:19)p7 = 0.

(1s(¢v — 1) + (*6 — 1)t12)P11 — ((*7 — 1) + (1s · 1)t7tll)p9 = 0-

Since no line passing through any pair of points appearing in each of the above

4 equations pass through the origin (refer to Figure 15), the coefficient of each pg in

these equations is equal to zero. Thus we have

:9(:1 - 1)+ (:9 - l)tg = 0 (17)

(:1 — 1) + (:9 -1):1:19 = 0 (18)

:9(:9 - 1) + (:9 — 1):19 = 0 (19)

(:9 — 1) + (:9 -1):9:9 = 0 (20)

:9(:9 — 1) + (:9 -1):11 = 0 (21)

(:9 —- 1) + (:9 — 1):9:19 = 0 (22)

t8(t1 - 1) + (ta - 1):19 = 0 (23)

(:7 -1)+(:9 - 1):7:11 = 0 (24)
F
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Substituting for t9,tw,t„ and tl; from equations 17,19,21 and 23 into 20,22,24 and 18

respectively to obtain

(12 · 1) (16 — 1)
. (16 · 1) = t2t3(11 — 1)

(14 — 1) (12 — 1)
(16 • 1) = nis (12 — 1)
(16 — 1) (1e ··· 1)
(17 · 1) = t6t7(1s — 1)
(16 — 1) (16 · 1)

i.e.
(11 · 1) (11 — 1)-—— :t Ü Ü 1 1 l l l -•*'—·(t2_1) 12a466v6(t2_1)

giving
tlt2t3t4t5t$t7t8 = ll.

which is a contradiction, since t, > 1, i = 1, ..,8. 1 1

Thus there cannot exist a set of faces forming a reflex vertex such that every

face has two interpretations. Since only one face is sufficient to determine the

polyhedron unambiguously, it can be concluded that the ‘hypercube’ when viewed

as a face connectivity graph represents a polyhedron unambiguously.

0.4. The Augmented Spherical Dual Representation '

In the augmented spherical dual representation, as in the spherical dual rep-

resentation, the face is treated as the primary element. An edge is specified as

the intersection of two planes constituting the faces, and a vertex is defined by the t
connected set of faces coming together to form that vertex. The representation of
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a polyhedron is a colored graph. Each face is represented by a vertex in the graph

and has the equation of its affine hull. The edges of the polyhedron are represented

by placing an arc between the two faces that form an edge in the polyhedron. Each

vertex is given a distinct color. Every arc in the graph is given a set of colors based

on all the vertices that it is incident on in the polyhedron. The representation is

an unevaluated representation in the sense that the exact boundaries of the object

are known only after processing the representation and no information is available

explicitly. This representation of the polyhedron is unique and the structure of the

graph is independent of translation, rotation and scaling.

The polyhedron specified by the augmented spherical dual representation,

ASDR can be reconstructed a face at a time and the faces can then be pasted

to give a surface description of the polyhedron. Since every vertex on a face is

known and the set of edges that define iton the face are also known, each loop

on the face of the polyhedron can be uniquely reconstructed. From [VVEIK85] we

know that knowing the faces and the cycles is sufäcient information to describe a
S polyhedron uniquely.

l

Since every polyhedron has a set of faces along with the connections between

them defining the edges and vertices, every polyhedron can be represented by the

augmented spherical dual representation. Thus ASDR is also complete.
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4. Geometrie Modelling:) Polyhedra

Geometric modelling is the art of creating data structures and algorithms that

are capable of representing and calculating data on the three—dimensional physical

shape of an object[MANM83]. Any geometric modelling system has four primary

components[REQA80]: (1) symbol structures that represent solids, this refers to the

representation scheme, (2) processes which use such representations for answering

geometric questions about objects, (3) input facilities, that is, means for creating

and editing object representations and (4) output facilities and representations of

results. The subsystems responsible for (1) and (3) are jointly termed the geometric

modelling system. The output facilities differ widely and are dependent on the type

of equipment available as well as the application. The geometric questions that

a system
may.

have to answer is strongly application dependent and the range of
l

potential applications for a CAD system is very broad, justifying the separation of

the geometric modelling system from the other primary components.

Some important characteristics of a representation scheme[REQA80], that have

theoretical and practical implications, are:

(1) Domain: The domain of a representation scheme characterizes the descrip-

tive power of the scheme: the domain is the set of entities representable in the

scheme.

(2) Validity: The range of a representation scheme is the set of representations

which are valid, that is, represent an actual “solid.” A representation scheme is said
to be valid if every representation in the scheme is valid.
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(3) Completeness: A representation is unambiguous if it corresponds to a single

object. A representation scheme is complete if all of its valid representations are

unambiguous.

(4) Uniqueness: A representation of a solid is unique if it is the only represen-

tation for the solid in the scheme. A representation scheme is unique if all its valid

representations are unique.

(5) Conciseness: Conciseness refers to the “size” of representations in a scheme.

Several representation schemes have been used and are in use for geometric

modelling. We briefly review some of them[BRAI80][MANM88][SABM83]. In the
next section, we evaluate the schemes and provide the motivation for using the

augmented spherical dual representation. In the following section, algorithms for
L

constructing complicated polyhedra from set operations using the augmented dual

spherical representation are presented.

4.1. Review of Geometric Modelling Techniques

4.1.1. 2D Drawing Model

Two-dimensional modelling techniques, also called engineering drawing, were

and perhaps still are the most commonly used technique for engineering processes.

Lines on paper represent the faces of an object, and the three·dimensional nature

of the object is captured by as many views as are necessary. The mathematical

model underlying these drawings is the theory of projective geometry, and the art

of projection developed by Monge and others in the late 18"' century.
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4.1.2. Wire Frame Model

There seem to be two different reasons for using this modelling method. One is

the computational simplicity of projecting a point in space onto a plane, the other is

perceptual. Humans perceive an object through its "features.” The sharply bending

areas of the surface of a solid certainly is one of these "features.” As an example,

if somebody is asked to draw a cube, most often a line drawing of the edges of the

cube will be produced.

A wire frame model represents a solid object by representing its edges only.

Each edge is typically represented by a six·tuple, < 1:2,yl, :,,1:2,y2, :2 > representing

the start and end points of a line. This is based on the fact that straight lines

map into straight lines under perspective transformation. Thus, projecting the

end points and joining the end points by a straight line gives the same result as- V
projecting every single point along the line.

A The main drawback of this representation scheme is its ambiguity. A wire

frame model in general does not have enough information to represent an object

uniquely. Characterizing it another way, two or more different objects can have the

same set of edges. Thus wire frame representation is not a complete representation

scheme.

4.1.3. Spatial Enumeration

Spatial enumeration has two variations, regular division and irregular divi-

sion, and both are approximate. In the regular variation, space is divided into a

l three-dimensional grid of fixed size cubes. If this variation of spatia.1 euumeration
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technique is implemented, a very large amount of memory is needed to store

areasonablysized irregular shape to a reasonable resolution. The large storage re- j
quirements of the fixed grid approach can be avoided by employing a variable grid

that is dense only at the boundary of the object. This approach leads to oct-tree

modelsiand quad-tree models in three and two-dimensions respectively.

The irregular method is widely used as the basis for finite element analysis of

fields within non-trivial shapes. The description of such a mesh is not straightfor-

ward since the elements into which the shape is divided have to be well-conditioned

for analysis.

The spatial enumeration technique is complete, but only in an approximate

sense since the representation scheme is approximate.

4.1.4. Constructive Solid Geometry
I

This seems to be the best understood model, not only because the underlying

mathematics is the most sharply defined but also because it provides a natural

hierarchy for constructing complicated objects. In this scheme, an object is modelled

by the set of points inside it. The representation of a point set is achieved by

recording its construction from simple point sets that can easily be modelled.

The most general form of this approach is the haIf·.spacc model. In this model,

solids are represented by a combination of a finite number of simple point sets called

ha1f—spaces'. The finite number of point sets defined by the half-spaces are combined

ding an object divides space into two parts. The surface

is modelled by an equation f(p) = 0. The set of points satisfying conditions of the .
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by Boolean set operations union., intcrsection and dißercnce. To aid the user and
also to avoid the problem of unbounded sets that may arise with the use of half-
spaces, the CSG approach uses boundcd primitive point sets instead of half-spaces.

The user of a CSG system then operates only in terms of parameterized primitive

objects and Boolean operations to create other models. A representation of such a

collection of nested combination takes the form of a graph theoretic tree, generally
termed the CSG trcc. The primitives constitute the leaves of the tree; each interior

node is marked by a set operation.

A complication encountered in the set theoretic basis for CSG models is that

sets can be open or closed, and thus, to be precise, sets have to be represented

consistently. Otherwise, it may lead to problems if two objects are adjacent with
a common boundary. If we take their intersection, is the result the common face

or nothing? Common sense says it should be nothing. To ensure this consistently,

regular sets and regularized operators are defined. A regular set is a closed set which
4$ isqgküzlosure of its interior. This deünition rules out faces and edges and if we take

the closure of the interior of all Boolean operations, we get regularized operators
l

which give the “common sense” results consistently.

The CSG representation scheme is complete but not unique.

4.1.5. Boundary Representations

Boundary representations represent a solid object by storing a description of its

boundary. The boundary of an object divides space into two parts, one with finite

volume and the other having infinite volume. When the objects we deal with are 5
termedhalf·spaces.Ä
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always finite and this fact is known, an object can be represented unambiguously
by its boundary. The boundary is divided into a three—1evel hierarchy of entities:

€‘

faces, edges and vertices. I

A face need not be simply·connected but may include holes. The connected
components of the boundary of a face are then referred to as loops. The boundary
representation records the details of how the faces, loops, edges and vertices are
connected in the topclogy of the boundary model. The coordinates, surface equations
and such numerical details are stored as the geometry of the object. The topological
intcgrity of a boundary model imposes restrictions on face collections to ensure
the validity of the model; for example, an edge is shared by exactly two faces and
is bounded by two vertices. The gcomctric integrity is satisfied when the shape
assigned to faces, edges and vertices is consistent with the topological information.

The most famous boundary representation is the solid modelling scheme based
on Euler operators. Eu1er’s formula for polyhedra gives a relation between the num-
ber of faces, edges and vertices of a convex polyhedron: v —e +f = 2. Euler’s formula
is generalized to arbitrary polyhedra by introducing three additional parameters

(1) The total number of internal loops in the faces of the solid, r

(2) The genus of the solid h and

(3) The number of disconnected components, 6, in a solid with a disconnected
surface.

The general Euler formula is v — 6 + j = 2 ·•- (6 — h) + r.
61
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The operations used to construct the representation are called Euler oper-
ators because every operator used satisfies the Euler equationl. It has been

proved[MANM84] that Euler operators are sound and complete, i.c., they create
only meaningful models and every meaningful model can be constructed by them.

Similar to the CSG scheme, boundary representations are complete but not unique.

The winged-edge structure[BAUBT5] and its variants are the important data
structures currently used to model and store the boundary representations of solids.

A serious drawback of boundary models is their large memory requirement.

4.2. Drawbacks of Current Representations

Representation schemes which are both unambiguous and unique are highly

desirable because they are one-to-one mappings from the object space to the rep-

resentation space. This implies that distinct representations in such schemes cor-

respond to distinct objects, and therefore object equality may be determined by

algorithms which compare object representations "syntactica1ly”[REQA80]. Both
the CSG scheme and the boundary representation scheme are nonunique.

From Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 it is evident that in both constructive solid geom-

etry and boundary representation techniques, objects are constructed incrementally.

Only a pre-defined set of primitives and operations are allowed in the construction

of objects to ensure the validity of the representation schemes. In the CSG tech-
nique, objects are constructed from primitive solids while Euler operators like mcf

(make edge, face) and kvfs (kill vertex, face, shell) are used to define an object
in the boundary representation technique. This same set of primitives and opera-

mcv, for make edge vertex, kcß for kill edge, face, etc.
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tions also constitutes a definition of the object in these representations. Riecalling E
the subsystems constituting the geometric modelling system, it is apparent that the
symbol structure which represents a solid in both CSG and boundary representation
schemes is directly associated with the sequence of primitives and operators used in
creating the object. It is this direct association of the sequence of operations in the

creation of an object to the definition of the object in the representation scheme
that is the cause of nonuniqueness of both the CSG and BR schemes.

Uniqueness oäaliißgrnented dual spherical representation scheme is achieved by

making the representation independent of the input sequence and dependent only
on the final object to be represented. The spherical dual representation allows

another method of specifying polyhedral objects to a system, but we have not yet
established its validity. To maintain the validity of the representation scheme and

also continuity with the current systems, the input to the system can be either

a set of primitive solids and boolean operations on them or a sequence of Euler
operators. The algorithms for converting a boundary representation to the spherical
dual representation are trivial. The algorithms for converting an input given in the
CSG format to the spherical dual representation are given in Section 4.3.

· The presence of many representation schemes requires algorithms to convert
solids stored in one representation scheme to another. In the CSG representation,

boundary information is implicit. Thus, in order to display the object, the boundary
has to be calculated explicitly. To avoid this extra time and effort, CSG schemes

generally carry the boundary information explicitly. Figure 16, from [SABM83]
shows the algorithms currently available for converting from one representation to

V another.
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Fig.16 Conversion of Representations according to [SABM83]
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i From the figure and also [NAVI87], [REQA80] and [MANM88] one gets the
impression that no algorithms exist for the conversion of boundary representation

of a polyhedron to its CSG representation. Such algorithms do exist. The algorithm

of [EDEH86] can be used to construct the arrangement of all the planes constituting
the boundary of the polyhedron. This partitions the space into convex parts. It can

be easily determined if each of the convex cells lies inside or outside the polyhedron.

The union of all the convex cells determined to be lying inside the polyhedron gives

the CSG representation of the polyhedron in terms of half—spaces.

The dual spherical representation is essentially a boundary representation. Al-

though it is a boundary representation, using graph theoretic techniques we can

decompose a polyhedron into combinatorially convex parts. This provides an alter-

native algorithm for converting boundary representation based objects to CSG rep-

resentations. The primitives here are combinatorially convex polyhedra. It should

be noted that the set of primitives is not finite.

4.3. Specific CAD Algorithms

In this section algorithms that contribute directly to construction of a CAD
system using the spherical dual representation are developed. The construction of

an object from primitive objects using set theoretic operations of union, intersection

and difference are discussed.

4.3.1. Constructing New Objects

It is very convenient to encode the equations representing faces of objects with
the normals to the planes uniformly pointing outward. In the case where the user
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creates an object by specifying the boundary points of each face, the system must

automatically determine the sign of the equation for each face to make certain

that the normals uniformly point outward. In the case of using set operations on
solid primitives, the equations of the primitives are predeiined to have the normals

point. outward. The algorithms discussed in this section are all carefully designed

to maintain the integrity of normal vector directions.

The set operations, union, intersection and difference, work by similar methods.

For each face of an object, it is determined whether that face lies entirely outside

the second object, falls entirely inside the other object or whether it intersects one

or more faces of the other object. Based on the particular set operation desired,

the appropriate action (deletion of the face and erasure of its connecting arcs, for

example, for a contained face in set union) is taken. An algorithmic description of

each set operation is now presented.
U A ~

4.3.2. Intersection of two objects ( obj,f1obj,):

Reconstruct the two objects using the reconstruction algorithm described in the

chapter on reconstruction and determine the vertices and edge segments belonging

to each face.

For each face of obj, find the faces of obj, that intersect it within the face

boundaries.

For each pair of faces of obj, and obj, that intersect non·degenerately (i.e. if the

intersection is not a finite set of points), make a connection between the two points

in the dual spherical space representing the two faces.
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i
Delete faces of obj; and obj; that neither intersect faces of the other objecttnor

are entirely contained in the closure of the other object. If a face is divided into
disjoint sections, the node representing the face and its connections are deleted.
Instead, each disjoint section is now represented by a new node and connecting
arcs are made to each face that shares an edge with this section. It should be
noted that spherical dual representation of the intersection of two objects may have
disconnected components representing disjoint objects.

Each vertex is assigned a distinct color. This is reflected in the graph by
coloring the arcs of the graph such that every arc, representing an edge, incident on
a given vertex has a color in common and no two arcs that do not share a vertex

l

have a common color.

i
4.3.3. Union of two objects (obj; LJobj;•):

l
-

U

Rcconstruct the two objects using the reconstruction algorithm described in the
chapter on reconstruction and determine the vertices and edge segments belonging
to each face.

For each face of obj; find the faces of obj; that intersect it within the face

boundaries.

For each pair of faces of obj; and obj; that intersect non·degenerately (i.e. if the
intersection is not a finite set of points), make a connection between the two points

in the dual spherical space representing the two faces. If two intersecting faces lie i
in the same plane, delete the node corresponding to one of the faces andtransferall

its connections to the node corresponding to the other face. Color the arcs as.
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necessary. l

Delete faces of obj; and obj; that are contained entirely in the closure of the

other object.

4.3.4. Difference of two objects (obj; - obj;):

Reconstruct the two objects using the reconstruction algorithm.

For each face of obj;, find the faces of obj; that intersect it within the surface

boundaries.

For each surface of obj; that intersects faces of obj; reverse the sense of direction

of the normal to the surface.

Retain the spherical dual points of surfaces and any connections between dual

points of obj;, that are not contained entirely in obj;. If a face is divided into disjoint

sections, the node representing the face and its connections are deleted. Instead,

each disjoint section is now represented by a new node and connecting arcs are

made to each face that shares an edge with this section. It should be noted that
spherical dual representation of the difference of two objects may have disconnected

components. This happens when the difference of the two objects yields several

disjoint objects.

4.3.5. Computing Polygon Intersections

The three set operation algorithms make use of the same function, polygon-
intersect, to determine whether two faces intersect, do not intersect,and/or lie in
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the same plane. This is done by substituting the boundary points of one face in the

defining equation of the other. Let S, = (a,b,c)— be the dual of face, and S, = (d,e, f)

the dual of face,, also let (1:,,y,,z,)...(a:,,,y,,z,,) be the boundary points of face, and

(x,,y,,z,)...(z:„,y„,z„) the boundary points of face,. If

d1:;+cy5+fz;21f0r alli=1to k

OR
d1:,+¢y4+fz, 5 1 for all i= 1 to I:

then the faces do not intersect. If either of the expressions yield mixed sets of signs

for i = 1 to k, then a further test is needed. Find the edges of face, across which a

sign change has occurred. Find the point of intersection of each edge with the plane

of face,. Using the Jordan curve theorem, {ind if any of these points of intersection
lies inside the boundaries of the face,. If no points lie inside facel, then there is no

intersection between the two faces.

In addition to determining whether two faces intersect, we also need to deter-
mine whether a boundary point of one object falls in the interior of the other object.

The required test is again done by the application of the Jordan curve theorem.

The possibilities for producing anomalous "objects” as a result of set operations
include two object points (vertices) coinciding, an object point coinciding with an
object edge or face, two edges coinciding, an edge and a face coinciding or two
faces coinciding. Set operations must be regularized to handle each of these special
cases. Regularization of the set operations we have just presented for dual spherical

‘ images follows without much special effort because the tests for intersection in the
[ special cases listed above result in equalities. A coinciding point or line therefore
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_ I
does not contribute to the intersection decision; it will be classified as inside or E
outside the other object depending on how the rest of the face is classified. The
geometric coincidence is therefore not recorded during the set operation.

4.4. Conclusion

The augmented dual spherical representation scheme for polyhedra has the

important property that the representation is unique and hence detecting whether

two objects are the same reduces to determining if the representations of the two

objects are syntactically the same. The representation is also complete. Another
important reason for developing the spherical dual representation for polyhedra is

the nature and amount of information available in computer vision. The information

required by the other boundary representations is typically unavailable during the

visual recognition processes. The spherical dual representation on the other hand

uses the minimum information needed to model a general polyhedron, and we think
that the type of information needed is readily available.
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5. Object Recognition Using A Tactile Sensor

In this chapter we present a method for object recognition using the LORD

LTS-300 large field tactile sensor. The object to be recognized is placed on the
sensor and its tactile image (sensor readings when the object is placed on it; see

Figure 17) is taken.

Recognition of the object, on the basis of certain assumptions, is achieved in two

stages. In the first stage, geometric features of the tactile image are calculated and

compared with the corresponding features of the stored model. Object dynamics

are used in the second stage to prune the set of possibilities further. Due to the

relatively large size of the sensor, the difficult task of integrating successive readings
of the sensor is mostly avoided. This chapter reports the results of experiments

conducted using geometric constraints alone and together with object dynamics.

Psychologists distinguish between active and passive touch. Active touch is

ordinarily called touching and is an exploratory sense while passive touch refers

to being touched and is a receptive sense[GIBJ62]. In humans, psychologists and

physiologists acknowledge that the cutaneous network, which responds to contact

and texture, is responsible for passive touch while the cutaneous network and the

kinesthetic network, which includes sensors located in joints and muscles monitoring
the limb positions, interact in a feedback fashion resulting in active touch. While

it is generally believed that active touch is superior to passive touch, no conclu-

sive evidence to this effect has been shown. A model for the interaction between
the cutaneous and kinesthetic networks for active touch has not yet been devel-
oped[GOLK84]. Due to these distinctions the strategies used in object recognition

7l
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using active and passive touch differ. Using active touch the strategy is to plan, I
measure, analyze and repeat the cycle until ambiguity is resolved[HILW82]. Strate-

gies for passive touch are more like those used in machine vision where data is

already available and one has only to analyze this data[SCHJ86]. But touch enjoys

some advantages over vision as vision is affected by geometry, surface reflectance

and lighting. Objects can have only three degrees of freedom when a passive touch

sensor is used. For example, if the touch sensor is in the x-y plane, the object has

translational freedom in the x and y directions and rotational freedom around the

z-axis.

5.1. Model Based Rep;-eseacacioa

Even though many researchers do not state it explicitly, all recognition is done

based on some stored model of the objects. The models may contain information

about the physical characteristics of the objects or some functions based on the

physical characters of objects and sensing devices.

Statistical, feature based and local constraint based methods have been used
for object recognition with tactile data. Some of the researchers applying sta-
tistical techniques to identify objects have used contact patterns only[DRIM86].

Such an approach can discriminate between only a few types of objects. Some

other researchers have used the patterns of the finger joints when the robot

hand is in touch with the object to classify the objects using statistical mea-

sures[MARV8l][OKAT77].
I

Several researchers have used the feature based approach to tactile recog- I
_ nition. This approach is based on the assumption that sensor readings can
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be used to measure object features such as holes, burrs, pits and circular-

ity/elongatedness[HILW82][SNYW78]. Another method employed in the feature

based systems has been the use of geometric moment invariants[LUOR86][LUOR84].
This method has the advantage that matching obtained features with stored fea-
tures of objects is easy since the features chosen are invariant under rotation and

translation. The difficulty with these techniques is integration of successive readings

from the sensors when the object is larger than the tactile sensor array.

_ Surface models have been employed by some researchers to model objects.

This approach is based on the assumption that sensor readings are repeatable. The

surfaces are built from the forces acting at different points of the sensor when an

object is placed on it [KING75][OVEK81][PAGC76].

A method developed recently uses local constraints to recognize objects

[GASP84], [GRIW84]. By using local constraints on distances between faces, angles
between face normals, and angles (relative to the surface normals) of vectors be-

tween sensed points, inconsistent pairings between sensed points and stored object

surfaces are discarded. The objects are modelled as polyhedra only. Most of the

methods described assume that the robot’s fingers have the sensing capability.

Dobkin ct aI[DOBD86] present some theoretical lower and upper bounds on

the number of probes required to determine the shape of an object using active

touch. Though the number of probes required is proved to be linear in the number
of vertices of the object, the results are limited to objects that are convex only. ‘
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5.2. Models for Touch sensing ‘ i

The object models are stored using the spherical dual representation. Since no

geometric information is lost in this representation, the geometric properties can be
' computed directly from the model. The area, perimeter and the angle between the

_ edges on each face of the object can be calculated from the dual spherical model.

The dual spherical model provides geometric information. Object dynamics are

determined from empirical experimentation (although they could be guessed from
assumptions about the density of the object’s material). Dynamics information is

encoded together with the standard spherical dual representation. j

Dual spherical models of objects are built using a CAD system designed specif-

ically for objection recognition. It is easy to specify an object using this model since
i

the only information required is the equation of each of the planes forming a face of
the polyhedron, and the set of faces it is connected to. The reconstruction technique

is then used to compute the actual vertices and edges of the object along with the
other metric information such as the area and perimeter of each face of the object.

Dual representations for geometric modelling have been used heavily in three-
dimensional computer vision [DR.AS81][HORB77][HUFD16][MACA73][SHAS85].
Line drawings derived from gray scale imagery have a strong geometric relation-

ship to the dual representations. Below, we derive the geometric relations between

the dual representation and touch image for the two-dimensional large Held touch

sensor. As expected, the geometric relationships discovered by the vision commu- i
nity "sca1e down" appropriately for the touch problem. We show in addition,
howcertainmetric properties, perimeter and area, not previously needed in vision,. can75



be derived from the dual representation.

Theorems about the properties of duality in the plane are presented. In these
theorems, the dual plane is superimposed over the normal Euclidean plane such
that both the origin and the direction of the axes coincide.

5.2.1. Theorems on Duality in the Plane

A natural duality exists between points and lines in the plane. Under this
duality, a point is mapped into a line and a line is mapped into a point. VVe define
the dual D(L) ofa line L representing a1:+by = 1, (a,b) ;é (0,0) to be the point Ld = (a, b).
Conversely the dual D(P) of a point P = (c, d) ¢ (0,0) as the line Pd = cz + dy = 1.
From this definition of duality, it is clear that D(D(P)) = P. It should be noted
from the definition of duality that a line passing through the origin does not have
a dual in the Euclidean plane. We have made this exception, as having duals of
lines passing through the origin would convert the Euclidean plane into a projective
plane which is non-orientable, i.e., points cannot be said to be either to the left of
or right of a given line.

Theorem 1. If a point P = (r;,y1) is incident on a line L = ar + by = 1 then D(L)
is incident on D(P).

Proof: By definition D(L) = (a,b) and D(P) = 1:;: + yly = 1.

If P is incident on L, _

al} + by} Z 1

which also implies that point (a,b) lies on the line 1-1: + yiy = 1. Thus, under the
dual transform, incidences are preserved. ¤
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Theorem 2. A line L = a1:+by = 1 is perpendicular to the line through D{L) and
the origin.

Proof: By definition, D(L) = (a,b).

The line through (a, b) and the origin is

V = bx — ay = 0

Taking the dot product of L and V ,

, L·V=(a,b)·(b,—a)=ab-ba=O

L and V are perpendicular. ¤

Corollary Any set of parallel lines dualizes into a set of collinear points, collinear

with the origin. — ¤

Theorem 3. The distance between a line L = az + by = 1 and the origin is the

inverse of the distance between D(L) and the origin.

Proof: By definition, D(L) = (a,b). Distance between L and the origin is

Va? + b2

Distance of D(L) from the origin is

dg: = V G2 + b2

giving the product of the distances from the origin to L and D(L)

d; X dd; : l J

J
¤
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Theorem 4. The angle between two lines L2 = azl + by, = 1 and L2 = o2r+b2y = 1

is equal to the angle between the vectors D(L,) and D(L2).

Proof: The angle between L2 and L2 is

6 - ..66.. + ‘*;,...,"=
the line V, through the origin and D(L1) is biz — aly = 0.

The line V2 through origin and D(L2) is b2r — o2y = 0. ·

The angle between the lines M and V2 is

de — arccos 0

o

Theorem 6. If a point P = (1:2, y2) lies in the half-space containing the origin, the

half-space defined by a line L = az + by = 1, then l)(L) lies in the half—space defined

by D(P) and containing the origin.

Proof: If P = (::1,y;) lies in the half—space containing the origin, then

(II} + by; < l

which also implies that in the dual plane, the point (a,b) lies in the open half-space
of the line rl: + my = 1, containing the origin. o

It is easy to show by an example that given only the area of a polygon, the

area of its dual polygon cannot be calculated. Knowing the number of sides of the

polygon also does not help since a polygon with a given area does not always map
to a similar dual polygon. A polygon is simple if there is no pair of nonconsecutive
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edges sharing a point. As Grunbaum[GRUB88] points out, the dual of a simple

polygon is in general not a simple polygon. The dual is necessarily simple only
when the dualization is done from a point internal to the polygon and the polygon
is convex. Thus the dual polygon does not have an unambiguous interior. The area
of a simple polygon is given by the well known formula A = |Z§‘;o‘(a;b;+1 — a;+,b;)|*

where (z;,y;) is a vertex of the n·sided polygon. If we define the area of a general

polygon to be the same, the area and perimeter of a polygon can be found directly

once its dual polygon is known, using the formulae derived below. It should be

noted that for these metrics, the dual plane is treated as a Euclidean plane.

Dcrivatiom of mctrics: Let L; = a;x+b;y = 1, 0 5 i < n, be an ordering of the

lines constituting the sides of the polygon such that line i has a point in common
with side i —- 1 and side i + 1. Let (c;_;-;,d;_;-;) and (c;,;+;,d;,;+;) be two vertices of the

polygon, formed by the lines L;,L;-; and L;,L;+;. The area A and perimeter P of
L

the polygon are

A Iiijifi Zijifi I <A>
and

P (*-*6,6+1 · ¢6,s—1)2 + (d6.6+1 — d¢.6—1)2 (2)-
Solving for the vertices of the polygon defined by lines L; as given above

and

modulo n
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substituting for 6;,;+;, d;_;+1, 6;,;-1 and dg;-) from (3) and (4) in (1) and (2), we have

area A and perimeter P as

(6)I2: 2::: I I2: 2::: I
and

I2; :;:1 I 1 I2;
2;::Thusif a polygon is defined by an ordered list of vertices, its area is given by

Equation The area of the dual polygon, which is now defined by its edges, can

be found by Equation Similarly the perimeter of the polygon and its dual can be

calculated knowing the polygon, using Equation (2) and Equation (6) respectively.

The theorems proved here help in matching the polygonal skeleton of the touch

image with the stored dual model. The equations of the edge lines are found using

the Hough transform technique, which uses the incidence preserving property of the

dual transform (Theorem 1). The number of the sides of the polygon should equal

the number of connections in the 2D dual model. The angle between the edges

should equal the angle at the origin made by the duals of the lines forming the edge

(Theorem 5). Theorems 2 and 3 are used in finding the actual location of the lines
and points. These measures are sufficient to find the face of an object forming the
touch pad image from the stored dual model. The area and perimeter can then be

compared, giving the matching process a higher degree of robustness. Two faces

that are similar and have equal area may then be discriminated by the use of object

‘dyna.mics.

In the following sections we give a description of the LORD LTS·300 sensor,
so ,

I



the techniques used in the recognition process, the details of implementation and
the experimental results.

5.3. Sensor Description

The LTS·300 is a large Held tactile sensor designed for use as a research and
development tool[LORC]. The sensor may be used as a stand·alone data acquisition
system providing real tactile data or integrated with a vision system for research
in sensory integration. The sensor’s touch surface is comprised of an 80 X 80 array
of force sensitive sites. The sites are spaced 0.08 inches apart forming a 6.4 inch
square touch surface (sensitive area = 41 square inches). The device provides 8·bit
gray scale measurements of forces normal to the elastomer surface. The sensor’s
transduction is based on a proprietary conductive elastomer approach. At the
heart of the LTS·300 sensor is a printed circuit board above which is the protective
elastomer skin. The underside of the skin is treated with a conductive substance
resulting in change of electrical characteristics when the skin touches the circuit
board.

All interface electronics required for data acquisition are housed inside the
sensor. Communications with the host computer are through two 8·bit parallel
ports and two control lines. One port is dedicated to sensitive site addressing while
the other port provides the tactile data. Power is supplied to the sensor through
the same 50 conductor, twisted pair, flat ribbon interface cable used for data and
control transmission.

The LTS-300 has some additional desirable features like group scanning to
reduce scan time (group scanning allows users to monitor groups of 8 adjacent
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sensitive sites on a common row simultaneously), input buffers to improve commu-
nication and protect electronics, on·board regulation of signal voltages to assure
data integrity and a single piece chassis that will support high loads. The scan time

is reduced from 300 milliseconds for a full array scan to 150 milliseconds for the
i

same with group scanning.

The output of the sensor is not as one envisions it to be. Ubiquitous noise causes
considerable distortion of the tactile image. Column streaking occurs. Added to

‘ this is the problem of non-uniform readings from different parts of the sensor for the

same load. The limited range of the sensor results in saturation, making the tactile

information less accurate at the saturated points. Most serious of all, the surface

of the pad lacks compliance and so any deviations in an object’s surface from being

perfectly flat fail to register on the sensor.

Despite these limitations the robustness and the high sensitivity of the sensor
makes it a highly useful device in research environments. Some of the limitations
of the device are easily overcome. Low level noise is overcome bythresholding.Column

streaking is overcome by the use of software filters, while spatial variation

in the readings can be overcome by calibrating the device.

5.4. A Strategy for Object Recognition

The only points of the object that can be in contact with the large field tactile
sensor are the points that lie on a supporting plane of the object. A plane H in E3 is

a supporting plane to a set S if H intersects the closure of S and a closed half-space
defined by H contains S. Points in the set H O Closure(S) are said to be the contact

l points of H. A set S in R3 is convex if A 6 S and B 6 S implies that line segment
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i AB E S. The convca: hull of a set S is the intersection of all the convex sets that
contain S. The 3D convex hull of an object gives the set of supporting planes of

the object. Thus, whatever the number of surfaces of the object, the only surfaces

of interest are those involved in forming the convex hull of the object. This set of
l object attitudes is further pruned by the stability assumption: we assume that the

footprint is the pressure image of a single object resting stably on the sensor pad.

Each object position in which the resting surface is one of the surfaces in the convex

hull of the object and satisfies the stability criteria is stored as a possible object

attitude. Another assumption is rigidity, i.e., it is assumed that the object does

not distort when placed on the touch pad. All symmetric stable configurations of

an object are treated as one configuration only. Thus when an object is symmetric

its absolute orientation remains unknown, but this causes no inconvenience since

absolute orientation of a symmetric object is of little significance. The assumption

that the object rests only on one of the surfaces of the convex hull of the object

has to be relaxed if the objects are larger than the sensor pad. The object models

should not be limited to independently stable configurations if multiple objects are

assumed to be lying on the sensor. Currently it is assumed that the objects are

smaller than the sensor pad and only one object rests stably on the touch pad.

The assumption that the object to be recognized is smaller than the sensor pad

is made because of the difiiculty involved in reliably integrating successive sensor

readings, and the assumption that only one object is placed on the tactile sensor is

made since tactile data is not sufficient to disambiguate between the large number

of possibilities.

Once the force image of the object is taken, it is determined whether the image
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consists of continuous regions or of lines and points only. The presence of region(s)
indicate that the object is resting on some face of the object, while only lines or
points indicate that the object is resting on convex edges or vertices only. The
search space is initially partitioned into object attitudes in which the object rests
on a surface and object attitudes in which the object rests on edges/vertices only.
These two partitions can be determined from the convex hulls of the objects. If
the equation of a plane in the convex hull of the object is the same as the equation
of a plane in the object and this plane satisfies the stability criterion, the object
with this attitude is placed in the partition in which the pressure image has regions.
If the equation of the plane in the convex hull of the object is not the same as
the equation of any plane in the object, but the stability criterion is satisfied, this
attitude of the object is placed in that partition in which the pressure image does
not have any regions. Thus the presence or absence of regions in the pressure image
constrains the search space to one of these partitions.

The number of straight line segments in the boundary of the footprint is de-

termined. (A straight line in the image is generally not the same a.s a straight

line in the real world due to digitization, especially since the digitization is coarse.)
The area of the footprint is also determined. The search space is now limited to
those attitudes of objects that have resting surfaces with nearly the same area and
number of straight line segments. The ‘nearly’ isdue to uncertainty in determining

the number of straight line segments and the area of the pressure image. Among
this set of object attitudes, further pruning is achieved by comparing the angular
relationships between the line segments in the image and the models of the objects.
Only a small number of objects/object attitudes survive all these geometric tests.

Ä
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The orientation of the object can be obtained by finding the orientation of the

principal a.xis of the tactile image in the sensor pad coordinate system.

Further pruning is achieved by the use of object dynamics. The weight of the

object along with the tactile force image created by the object is then used as an

index into the pruned set of models.

Additional sensory capability (active touch or vision) is required to resolve

further ambiguities.

From the force image, the system extracts information for matching data to

object models. The theorems proven in Section 3 above guided the construction of

the object recognition algorithm. Duality requires that the edges extracted from the

images have high fidelity with then actual objects edges. This requirement is not as

difHcult to meet in touch sensing domain as in visual domain where shadows cause

a lot of ambiguity. Based on our experiments with the large field tactile sensor, we

found that the edges and correspondingly their duals could not be unconditionally

relied upon for recognition. The non—compliant nature of the sensor’s surface made

the detection of edges unreliable. Given the current state of the sensor, therefore,

part of the recognition process due to duality had to be supplanted by other types
of information, details of which are given in the next section.

Despite the practical difiiculties with applying all of the dual theory, using
models for machine recognition is completely justified. \Vith the advent of improved
sensors, the full theory should be applicable with considerably improved recognition
rates.

I
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5.5. Implementation

The LTS·300 sensor is connected to an IBM PC AT. The 8 bits/taxel data are
received through one of the 2 eight bit parallel ports. The other eight bit parallel
port is used to send the address of the location at which the tactile pressure intensity

is measured. The tactile data is then sent to a VAX-11/785 running Unix. The

programs to process the data are written in C.

As mentioned earlier, stray noise distorts the geometric features considerably.

It has been observed that the sensor is susceptible to drift and hysteresis in the low

three bits. To reduce this error, each taxel is thresholded at a level of eight. A

more serious problem affecting both the geometric and dynamic properties of the

tactile image is caused by column streaking. The phenomenon of a whole column

reporting the same high value when a heavy object is placed on the sensor, even
U

when no pressure is actually applied across that particular column, is termed column

streaking. Column streaking occurs only at specific columns for a given device and is ·
due to the technology used in its manufacture. Software filters are used to eliminate

column streaking. The Variations in tactile images of an object placed at different

positions on the sensor also cause problems. Though no consistent pattern of sensor

behavior could be found, the Variations typically were not more than 10 to 15%.

The geometric features extracted from the image include area, perimeter, diam-
eter (distance between farthest points in the tactile image), radius (largest distance

between center of area and a boundary point), the convex perimeter, the convex

area, and elongation. One of the generally used measures for representing an ob-
l ject’s shape is the thinness ratio[DUDR73] T defined for a figure of area A and86



perimeter P by
i

T

=Themore ‘rounded’ a figure, the greater will be the associated thinness ratio. This
formula, however, does not give us a very useful measure since digitization causes

considerable variation in perimeter for various orientations of the object. Also, in

the experiments conducted here, the difference between the shapes of the objects

was not large. We have therefore modified the standard thinness formula to make
it more stable by taking A to be the convex area of the contact pattern and P to be

the convex perimeter of the contact pattern. This measure also represents the shape

of the figure better than the aspect ratio. The convex perimeter is the perimeter

of the convex hull of the point set formed by the contact pattern while the convex
area is the area of the convex hull of the ·point set. Due to the high sensitivity

of the touch pad, minute variations in the object’s surface, which in general are
not easily perceptible, cause considerable variations in metrics like area of contact,
perimeter and pressure at individual tactile elements. Generally reliable properties
like the number of connected components and the Euler number prove to be highly
unreliable, even after most of the noise has been Hltered out, when these computed

features are compared with measures obtained from the object directly. To utilize
the sensor’s high sensitivity to minute variations in surface structure, a measure of
the smoothness of the object is defined. Due to the lack of a better way to measure

this smoothness, we have defined it as Sm(S) = Convex area, convex
perimeter and the diameter have been observed to be very robust measures.

In the following paragraphs we show the derivation of the position and orien-
tation of the object placed on the touch pad. Let pw be the pressure at the location
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(i, j) inthe tactile sensor array. Let the row and column sums in the tactile image

of the object be

ri = ZP6,5
.i=1

and

Cj = Zpgj.
6:1

Then the center of area is given by

IQ = Ü"n i °

and
1 ._ yo = ; ZM-

i
The position of the object is given by (z0,y0). The orientation of an object can be

l
deüned in several ways. Here it is defined as the orientation of the principal axes

for the shape of the contact pattern. The principal axes refer to the axes of least
V

and most inertia. The moments and product of inertia of area A in coordinate axes

p and q are

I, = q2dA

: -/pqdA

The axis of least inertia passes through the center of gravity; translating the coor-

dinate axes to have the origin at the center of gravity,

I = p — IQ

and

l y=Q·w-
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The inertia about a line inclined 0 relative to the x axis is

1,, = /(ycos0 - zsin 0)2dA.

Writing the right hand side of the above equation in terms of inertia about x and y
axes,

1,, = I, cos? 0 — 21,, sin 0 cos 0 + I, sing 0.

The orientation, 00, of the axes of maximum and minimum moment of inertia is

obtained by differentiating with respect to 0 and setting the result equal to zero; we

obtain
-21

= !.tan200For

a discrete image, the integral is replaced by summation giving the angle of
orientation of the object as

1 -22Üg = §8!'C¢&Il .

5.5.1. Recognition Experiments

Recognition experiments have been conducted using 29 different objects. These
objects have varying shapes · rectangular and square blocks (with and without holes
in them), cylindrical objects, hexagonal rods, discs, pipes and a sprocket. Even

though the shape of the objects was varied, some of the objects’ faces where they
rested on the sensor pad were very similar; some of the rectangular blocks used had
the same surface area, and so also did some cylindrical objects. As conjectured, it

has been observed during experiments that the variations in sensor response across
the sensor’s surface affect the pressure image of the light objects much more than
the images of heavier objects. The weight of the objects ranged from about 50
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grams to more than 1000 grams. For objects weighing up to 300 grams, successful
recognition was 80% while for heavier objects, recognition has been 91% successful.
Using the geometric constraints alone, the successful rate for recognition was found
to be around 76%; the addition of constraints due to object dynamics led to an

i increase in successful object recognition by a further 15%. These experimental
results were obtained from 110 trials conducted using the above mentioned objects.

5.6. Discussion

In building this system, we had to decide between using a model based ap-

proach and an empirical learning system that would average a number of readings

from different copies of the same object. Basically, the choice amounted to using
three·dimensional models versus a statistical or grammatical pattern recognition
approach. We decided to use three·dimensional models because eventually we wish
to pick up the objects, thus requiring a full geometric model. We also did not think

a learning progam would be a general enough approach, since we wish to relax the

single object assumption, and we felt that future research with active touch would

be impossible without a full geometric model.

Ultimately, the utility of an expensive sensor in an industrial environment de-

pends on its ability to perform useful work normally requiring human intervention or

fixed automation. Automatically palletizing parts, for example, would be an excel-
lent application. Gravity bowls only work for small, lightweight, rugged industrial

parts. The large field tactile sensor can be applied to reasonably large, heavy parts.
Of course, some grasping and manipulating capability must be included, therefore
increasing the cost. Identification programs run to completion in less than one cpu
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second on a VAX 11/785; the automated touch recognition system could therefore E
be made to work in a real time environment. Of course, the recognition rate must
improve, probably by using vision or by improving the sensor, before application

can proceed in an industrial setting.

In our work the single greatest technical difliculty in achieving fully automated

palletizing is the single object assumption. In many manufacturing environments,

separation of all objects cannot be guaranteed; object separation itself presents a

major technical hurdle. Hence we must ultimately consider recognizing multiple

objects placed together on the touch pad surface. Multiple objects, possibly mutu-

ally supporting, can produce unusual tactile patterns for which a learning system

could not possibly be trained. Additional sensory modalities, such as vision, may

be required. We anticipate that sensor fusion between touch and vision will occur

. in our system through a common object model, the dual spherical image.

5.7. Conclusion

Model driven touch sensing has proven quite successful in our experiments

despite the seeming limitations of the sensor. Objects that form rather similar

touch images were discriminated with a success rate exceeding ninety percent. The

addition of other sensory modalities, vision in particular, should further increase

the recognition capabilities of the system.

The sensor used here has an unusual sensitivity to texture even though the ac-

tual resolution of the device is only eighty by eighty. We believe that texture data I
may allow a further discrimination between similar objects. The lack of compliance 1
of the sensor’s surface may also beneüt manufacturers wishing to check rough toler-

1
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ances from their manufacturing process so long as the pad itself is sufficiently flat.
i

These issues will be addressed in future research efforts.

Aside from recognizing objects, object models have also allowed us to find the

position and orientation of properly recognized objects. Studies in object gripping

_ for picking up objects from the touch pad have been conducted[DANM88].

We conclude that model driven touch sensing has many advantages over pat-

tern recognition based approaches. Using full three-dimensional object models not

only maintains generality but has many practical advantages for sensor fusion and

grasping as well.
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6. Sensor Fusion

6.1. Introduction

Sensor fusion is the term we use for integration of information obtained from

different sensing modalities. This makes information available that cannot be ob-

tained by a single type of imaging device. Integrating information obtained from

different sensory devices seems a natural method to resolve the ambiguities inherent

in interpreting the images of a single type. Sensor fusion is a relatively new Held

but the possibilities are promising.

The previous chapter presented techniques developed to recognize objects with

a passive large Held tactile sensor. As the results indicate, the percentage of suc-

cessful recognition rate is not high enough for practical use. In this chapter, we

present a method for improving the recognition rate using sensor fusion. The ad-

ditional sensor is a camera and provides a gray scale image. The strategy used

not only provides information not available to either sensor system alone, but also

considerably reduces the computation time for the vision system.

The next section reviews sensor fusion phenomena in nature and machine per-

ception. Section 3 gives the details of the camera model and the coordinate system

used. In Section 4, theorems relating the dual spherical representation of an object

and its perspective image are given. In Section 5, computation of aspect graphs of

polyhedral objects is discussed. Aspect graphs were Hrst introduced by Koenderink

and van Doom as a possible mechanism involved in human vision[KOEJ79]. Section
6 details the calibration of the camera with the touchpad. Section 7 presents the q
sensor fusion technique.

A
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6.2. Sensor Fusion: An Overview

One of the most impressive features of the nervous system is its ability to pro-
cess information from a variety of stimuli to produce an integrated, comprehensive

representation of the external world. Studies of the central nervous system have

revealed that the responses of superior colliculus neurons to a given sensory stim-

ulus are influenced by the presence or absence of other sensory cues. By pooling

sensory inputs, many superior colliculus cells seem to amplify the effects of subtle

environmental cues in certain conditions, whereas in others, responses to normally

effective stimuli can be blocked[MERM83]. Research has also shown that in rattle
snakes, the infrared information from the large number of thermoreceptors forms a
spatiotopic map which is integrated with the spatiotopic map formed by the visual_
information[reference in NANN87]. These studies show that sensor fusion occurs in
natural systems.

Machine perception, on the other hand, has been based on obtaining an "im-

age" of the world from a single type of sensing device. Efforts are then made to
recognize the 3D world from this image. Most of the research on machine recogni-

tion has been in the area of machine vision. The extraction of depth and surface

orientations of 3D objects from their 2D projection forms the core of computer vision

research. Various researchers have developed different "shape from" techniques to

solve the problem of machine vision, e.g. shape from shading[HORB77], shape from
texture[KENJ80], shape from stereo[MARD79], shape from specularity[HEAG87],
etc. This strategy of trying to obtain enough information to recognize the world ini
general fails due to the inherent limitations of the sensors. One way to overcome
these limitations is to develop a theory that will integrate the results of different
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"shape” operators. Unfortunately, the “shape from” operators all havedifferentsets

of constraints on the objects’ structure, reflectance and illumination. The in-

tegration of these many visual operators is still not well understood[ALLP85].

An alternative approach is to use other sensory modalities that are not incom-

patible with the vision based techniques. Touch sensors are a natural choice since

they are not only compatible with vision systems but also can provide some infor-

mation about hidden surfaces. A touch sensor can provide veridical measurements

of the objects in its sensing domain. Due to these advantages, we have chosen vision

and touch sensors for our sensor fusion based object recognition algorithm.

[ALLP85] details a system that uses passive stereo vision along with an active

touch sensor. In this system, vision processing provides sparse 3D data about re-

gions of interest that are then actively explored by the tactile sensor. Geometrie

measures of the surfaces and features of the objects are developed from the infor-

mation provided by the sensors and a hierarchical approach is used to recognize

the object among the stored models. Verification is performed by the active touch
sensor.

[NANN86] and [NANN87] describe a new approach for computer image analysis

of outdoor images. The approach is based on integration of information extracted

from thermal (infra·red) images and visual intensity images. The resultant informa-
tion is useful in describing intrinsic thermal behavior of objects imaged in outdoor

scenes. The visual image of the spatially registered visual and thermal images is
used to estimate the angle between the sun and the normal of a surface since this
information cannot be extracted from the thermal image. Using this information
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and the thermal image, the surface heat fluxes are calculated.

The sensor fusion system we describe differs from [ALLP85] and [NANN87]

both in the type of sensors used and in the control strategy. We employ a passive
_ large field tactile sensor and a camera that produces a visual intensity image. Since

visual processing is computationally very expensive, and an aspect graph based

strategy has a large initial set of possibilities, information from the touch sensor is
processed initially, and its results are passed on to the vision module. Thus, sensor

_ fusion takes place at the model level. Details of the aspect graph and the control

strategy are given below.

6.3. Vision: The Imaging Model

The (visual) imaging process is modelled in the following manner.

Objects in the 3D world are said to constitute the scene. The scene is projected

through a lens onto a film where it forms an inverted image. All the imaging rays
pass through the focal point of the lens. A lens based orthonormal coordinate

system is imposed. The origin of the coordinate system coincides with the focal

point of the lens and the z·axis coincides with the axis of the lens. The image (film)

plane is parallel to the 1: — y plane and is located one focal length from the center of

the lens. For easier visualization, the image plane is assumed to be in front of the

lens. Figure 18 illustrates the imaging model.

The relation between the scene coordinates and image coordinates is given by
the perspective projection equation. Figure 19 shows an object and its perspective
projection and a plane of interpretation.
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If we consider a particular line in Figure 19, say AIAQ, then AIA2, AQAQ (the

corresponding edge in the scene) and the center of the lens O all lie in a plane.
This plane is called the plane of interpretation of A1-A2 since given AIAZ in a picture,

we have only to hypothesize the position of O relative to the picture to achieve a

powerful constraint upon the possible interpretations of AQ AQ, as an edge, namely
that the edge lies in the plane of interpretation beyond A2A2[MACA73].

The dual domain also has the same orthonormal coordinate system, with the

dual origin coinciding with the center of the lens. The relations between the dual

spherical representation of an object and its perspective image will be derived below,

with the coordinate systems overlaid.

The imaging model makes certain assumptions that at times are not true. ¥Ve
I

assume a pinhole lens, but for realistic cameras this is not accurate. Even though
some information about the depth of objects (due to the depth of field effect) is lost

by ma.king such an assumption, the resulting mathematics is very simple. We also

assume that in the integrated system, the touch pad is in full view of the camera.

Finally, we assume that the object to be recognized is one of the modelled objects.

6.4. Theorems Relating the Dual Image and Perspective Image of an Object

Theorem 1: The dual of the line defined by the planes P, a.nd P2 is normal to
the plane passing through the line defined by the intersection of P1 a.nd P2 and the
origin.
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Proof : Let the two planes forming the edge be
P

Pl=0;:+b1y+c1z+d1=0 and

P2 =G217+bgy+C2Z+d2 = Ü.

The equation of the plane passing through the edge formed by P1 and P2 and
the origin is P

P
d;(01:+b1y+c1z+d1)—d1(d:¤¤+b2y+¢:Z+d:) =0

simplifying and rearranging yields

(did: — d:d1)¤ +(b1d2 · b:d1)y +(¢1d: · ¢:d1)Z = 0

g1V1Ilg (did; — Ggdhbldg — Ögdhtfldg -· cgdl) HS the dlI°eCt1OI1 of the normal to the plane

of interpretation.

The spherical dual of P, and P; are
‘ D(P¤) = (·d1/d1,—b1/d1,—¢1/di) and

D(P:) = (—d:/d:„ ···b2/d2, —¢:/d:).
giving direction ratios of the line D(P1)D(P2) as (aid, — agdhbldg — b2d,,c,d2 — 62:11)

The direction ratios of the dual line are the same as that of the normal to the

plane of interpretation, making the dual line normal to the plane through the line in

the image and the origin. Conversely, the line formed by two planes is perpendicular

to the plane through their dual line and the origin. ¤

Corollary 1: Under perspective projection, the dual line is perpendicular to the

image of the edge.

Theorem 2: Let p be a. point OD. the plane P = 0:+ by+cz + d = 0. Let q = (:,y, z)

be the image of p in the image plane z = 1. Then,

p = (:,y, 1) where D(P) is the dual of P.
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Proof: Since the image of p is q = (1:, y, 1), p = (kz,ky,k) for some value of k.

”1¤=„+6y+cz+a=0

D(P) = (-o/d, —b/d, -c/d) if d ;é 0.

p lies on P. Therefore,

a(k:) + b(ky) + ck + d : 0.

solving for k gives
g = ilqi.(ax + by + c)

1
= (-a/d·z—b/d·y-c/d)

-;.- D(P) · «1
giving

p = —;(=„ y. 1).D(P) · q
Note that if I: is negative, p does not have an image. ¤

Theorem 1 and its corollary provide a powerful constraint on the spherical duals

of the planes forming an edge in the image. If the dual of one of the planes forming

the edge are known, the dual of the second plane is constrained to lie on the vector

through the dual of the Hrst plane and perpendicular to the edge in the image. It
should be noted that neither the gradient space approach nor the dualization in the
manner of [HUFD77] has this property for perspective projection. Theorem 2 gives

the relationship between the plane containing a point which is projected onto the

image plane.

6.5. The Aspect Graph

An aspect of an object is deüned as the collection of object faces visible from a
particular viewpoint. Associated with each aspect is a region of space from which
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the same configuration of the object faces, edges and vertices are visible. A stable

view of an object is a view obtained from a viewpoint where any perturbation

to the viewpoint will result in a view which is topologically the same as the first

view[STEJ88]. The contiguous volume of space from which the same configuration
of the object is seen as a stable view is called a cell. The aspect graph of an object

is a graph structure in which

a) Each node of the graph represents a different stable view of the object,

b) There is a node for each stable view of the object,

c) Each arc of the graph represents a transition between stable views that

occur as a result of crossing a surface (rather than a line or point) that borders two
viewing cells, and A

d) All such transitions between stable views are represented[STEJ88].

Edelsbrunner et al[EDEH86] give an algorithm for the construction, in optimal
time, of the cell complex induced by a set H of hyperplanes in arbitrary dimensions.

This algorithm is used to construct the aspect graph of an object. The set of planes

consist of a) planes that are the affine hulls of the faces of the object, b) a set of

auxiliary planes defined by the visual interaction of a vertex and an edge of the

object and c) a set of auxiliary quadric surfaces defined by the visual interaction of

three non-coplanar edges of the object.

[STAL88] gives a method for recognizing polyhedral objects using an aspect
graph based control strategy. The recognition process consists of picking a start-
ing point inside each viewing cell and generating an optimization solution. The
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optimization process is constrained to stay within the cell. The minimum error l
function value across all nodes is then selected as the recognized view of the object i

in the image. As [STAL88] points out, this strategy is based on the assumptions
that if a viewing cell contains the correct viewpoint, the search process for that cell
converges to the correct point and the solution found in the correct viewing cell has
a lower function value than the solution found in any other cell.

From the definition of auxiliary planes and auxiliary surfaces, it is clear that
if an object has O(N) edgas and vertices, there will be O(N’) auxiliary planes and
O(N°) auxiliary surfaces. The arrangement A(H) of a set H of N (pseudo)planes

consists of O(N") cells. Thus in the worst case, the aspect graph of an object with

O(N) faces could have O(N°) nodes. Even in the case of convex objects, the number

of nodes is O(N°). The size of the aspect graph is a major disadvantage.

A method for restructuring the database of aspect graphs into aspect·equivalent

and cell·equivalent classes to reduce the storage required for the aspect graphs is
given in [STEJ87]. Two nodes are aspect·equivalent if and only if the faces com-
prising the aspect of one node can be exactly mapped onto those of the other node
by an appropriate change in scale and orientation. Two nodes are cell·equivalent if
and only if a) they are aspect·equivalent and, b) the cell of spare corresponding to
one node can be exactly mapped into the cell of the other using the same changes in
scale and orientation necessary to establish aspect-equivalence. The cell-equivalence

method of aspect graph reduction is applicable only to convex polyhedra. Also no
bounds on the size of the reduced aspect graph are established*.

ch no appreciable reduction in the size of the aspect
graph is achieved from restructuring.
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6.6. Camera-Touchpad calibration

The touchpad has two levels of boundaries · (i) the boundary of the rubber
sheet covering the electronics and (ii) the boundary of the protective metal encasing.
Depending on the color of the surface the pad is resting on, the edges between the
surface the pad is resting on and the metal frame of the pad may or may not appear
strongly in the image. The edges at the boundary of the rubber sheet on the other
hand are strong and should appear if the scene is sufficiently lighted. The lines

in the image are extracted using the hough transform[DUDR72]. The edge lines
corresponding to the rubber sheet boundary of the touchpad can be found knowing
the refiectance properties of the sheet and the metal encasing. Verification can be
performed by finding the ellipses in the image corresponding to the screw holes on
the boundary of the rubbersheet. The ellipses can be recognized using the Hough
transform[TSUH83]. The four points in the image corresponding to the comers
of the touchpad are then determined. Since the dimensions of the touchpad are
known, the plane of the touchpad can be determined as follows.

Let 1% = (:,,y,,z,), 1 5 i 5 4 be the four points, in order corresponding to the

four corners of the touchpad.

Let dg; be the distance between the points 1% and 1% i.c.

de = m

Let 1%! = (1:§,y§, 1) be the perspective projection of point 1% on the image plane.
Therefore,
. =° 1:;/2;,

P .- . . (2)
y. - y•/=•-
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Taking the first three points, P;,P3,P3 and considering the distances between them,

we have Ö12=da
=dm

=Substituting:§, gf and z; for 1:, and y; from (2), into (3),(4) and (5) and squaring both

sides and rearranging terms, we have

=?(==i° + vi: +1)+ +1)- ?z1=2(¢ä==& + yiyé + 1) = diz (3)
12<=;’ + gf +1)+ =ä<=a’ + 1);* +1)- 1) = dä. (1)
z§(r32 + yi;2 +1)+ y(2 +1)- ?=:1=)(=§=1+ 953/i + 1) = dä)- (5)

Since :,,:3 and :3 are the only unknowns, the set of equations can be solved. Homo-

topy methods [WATL87] can be used to extract all eight roots of this polynomia.1
A

system of equations. Including the fourthipoint gives an additional set of 3 equa-

tions and the number of unknown variables increases only by one. The pertinent

solution from the set of roots can be obtained by any additional knowledge that

we have of the approximate orientation of the touchpad with respect to the camera

coordinate system. Since the stability of the object placed on the touchpad requires
that the pad be nearly horizontal, the initial values of :1,:3 and :3 are taken to be

equal.

After :1,:3 and Z3 are found, z and y coordinates of the four corner points are

determined using the relations given in (2). Since the surface of the touchpad is

planar, and the coordinates of three points incident on it are known, the equation

of the plane is found. ‘

The global coordinates of the touchpad are determined to find the transforma-
105
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tion between the touchpad coordinate system and the global (camera) coordinate
system. This facilitates sensor fusion.

6.7. Sensor Fusion

One of the most difficult tasks in computer vision is segmentation and inter-

pretation of the resulting regions. Since intensity levels are the measure used in the

segmentation process, shadows and noise cause additional regions as well as merge

two regions corresponding to two different surfaces. High level knowledge has to

be incorporated to overcome distortions due to noise. Knowledge has to be used

in the interpretation of the image since perspective projection is not a one-to-one

function. The relationship between the edge lines in the image and the dual line of
the planes forming the line in the scene provide a constraint on the relationship be-
tween the planes in the image. This constraint in itself is not suflicient to recognize

the object in the image. Knowing the objects that could possibly be in the scene

further reduces the number of valid interpretations. Aspect graphs, detailed in

Section 3, have previously been used to solve the interpretation problem[STAL88].

The control strategy used in [STAL88] consists of choosing a set of nodes in the
aspect graph as candidates for recognition and then use a.n optimization process to

find the best match within each candidate viewing cell. The optimization process
is constrained to lie within the viewing cell.

As pointed out in Section 3, the number of nodes in the aspect graph of an

arbitrary polyhedron is O(n’). Storing such structures and having to run the opti-

mization process from a subset of these poses a major computational problem.

Sensor fusion is used to reduce the number of choices drastically. The touch106
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module gives a small set of objects and their positions and orientations as the likely

objects. Based on this information and the calibration of the pad with the camera,

the viewing cell in the aspect graph of the candidate objects are determined. The

dual models’ relationship with the image then provide the additional constraints

required to solve the recognition problem. Here, sensor fusion is occurring at the i

model level. ,

[TATJ87] has proved the usefulness of knowledge during low level vision pro-

cessing. The touch pad-camera calibration is achieved using knowledge of the touch-

pad. The segmentation process is carried out with the information available from

the touch sensor. The touch module is also used in the interpretations of the re-

gions formed in the image. After the camera·touchpad calibration is carried out,

the vision module interacts with the touch system to disambiguate regions formed

g due to noise and shadows. Specifically, highlights provide some constraint on the

direction of the light source, and the vision module, using this information, hypoth-

· esizes some regions in the image as corresponding to shadows in the scene. The

touch module can verify a hypothesis if the shadow is falling on the pad since no

tactile pressure would be recorded by the pad in this area of the scene.

6.8. Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a method for using information from more than

one type of sensor to solve the problem of automated object recognition. Through

the interaction of different sensory modules we are able to solve some problems that

cannot be solved in either sensory domain alone. A natural extension of the system I

detailed here will be to reeeghize multiple objects eh the teuehpad.
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7. CONCLUSIONS l

The unambiguity of the dual spherical representation remains an interesting
open question.

The augmented dual spherical representation is a very powerful representation
l

l
technique. The reconstruction algorithm, the ability to obtain a CSG representation

from the boundary representation through the dual spherical representation as well
as the theorems relating the edges in the image and the planes forming the edges

in the scene illustrate this fact. The dual spherical representation encodes both the
distance and the orientation of planes of an object. This makes the representation

very natural for use in recognition of objects using range imaging devices such as

sonar since the information obtained from range images is the distance of surfaces
from a point. Sensor fusion, using visual intensity data and ultrasonic or other range
image data using the dual spherical representation promises good object recognition
and spatial mapping capabilities. Another attractive property of the dual spherical

representation is its response to structural change in the polyhedron. The change
in the representation is local.

Model driven touch sensing has proven quite successful in our experiments
despite the seeming limitations of the sensor. Objects that form rather similar
touch images were discriminated with a success rate exceeding ninety percent. The
addition of other sensory modalities, vision in particular, should further increase
the recognition capabilities of the system.

The touch sensor used has an unusual sensitivity to texture even though the
actual resolution of the device is only eighty by eighty. We believe that texture
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data may allow a further discrimination between similar objects. The lack of com-

pliance of the sensor’s surface may also benefit manufacturers wishing to check
rough tolerances from their manufacturing process as long as the surface of the pad

is sufficiently flat. These issues will be addressed in future research efforts.

Aside from recognizing objects, object models have also allowed us to find the

position and orientation of properly recognized objects. Studies in object gripping

for picking up objects from the touch pad have been conducted[DANM88].

We conclude that model driven touch sensing has many advantages over pat-

tern recognition based approaches. Using full three-dimensional object models not

only maintains generality but has many practical advantages for sensor fusion and

grasping as well.

The extension of the dual spherical representation to objects with curved sur-

faces remains for further research. In the gradient space approach, [SHAS85] defines
U the gradient G, ofa surface S = -z = f(x,y) as G, = (6f/61:,6}/6y) and the gradient

of a curve at a point as equivalent to the gradient of a tangent vector to the curve

at that point. Similar extensions can be made to the dual spherical representation.

The aspect graph of an object is an elegant method for obtaining all the topo-

logica.lly distinct views of a polyhedral object. The computation of the aspect graph,
however, is expensive both in time and space. If a shadow covers an edge completely,

the number of visible surfaces inferred by the vision system will be in error. Thus, in

the absence of information from other sources, the aspect graph based strategy will
recognize the object incorrectly or fail completely. Also, smoothly curved objects
cannot be handled. Multiple objects in the scene will easily cause a combinato-
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rial explosion. Due to these reasons, we feel the need for a better representation

technique for the different views of an object in a complex environment.

Most industrial parts are either metallic or plastic and highlights in their im-

ages are a common occurrence. The images of objects in the chapter on sensor fusion
are pertinent examples. We have proposed to use highlights in the sensor fusion

process but have not developed a comprehensive theory of highlights. Highlights in
an image provide information about the light source and the surface orientations

of objects. Some work has been done on the use of highlights to extract local sur-
face information. This research either assumes orthographic projection or that the

objects in the scene are made of dielectric material. A unified theory that extracts

surface orientations and light source directions from the highlights in perspective

projections of general objects is required. _
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